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Abstract

We present the development of a pattern recognition system which is capable of classifying

different Spoken Variants (SVs) of South African English (SAE) using a transcription-

less speech recognition approach. Spoken Variants (SVs) allow us to unify the linguistic

concepts of accent and dialect from a pattern recognition viewpoint. The need for the SAE

SV classification system arose from the multi-linguality requirement for South African

speech recognition applications and the costs involved in developing such applications.
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Opsomming

Ons beskryf die ontwikkeling van 'n patroon herkenning stelsel wat in staat is om ver-

skillende Gesproke Variante (GVe) van Suid Afrikaanse Engels (SAE) te klassifiseer met

behulp van 'n transkripsielose spraak herkenning metode. Gesproke Variante (GVe) stel

ons in staat om die taalkundige begrippe van aksent en dialek te verenig vanuit 'n pa-

troon her kenning oogpunt. Die behoefte aan 'n SAE GV klassifikasie stelsel het ontstaan

uit die meertaligheid vereiste vir Suid Afrikaanse spraak herkenning stelsels en die koste

verbonde aan die ontwikkeling van sodanige stelsels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents the results of research conducted on the automatic classification of

South African English (SAE) Spoken Variants (SVs), using a transcription-less speech

recognition approach.

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Multi-linguality

The ability to process more than one language is an important consideration for the

development of any speech recognition application in South Africa. Tills is because South

Africa has eleven official languages [2J. In order to enable as many speakers as possible to

access a speech recognition application using their first language, the application would

ideally support all eleven official South African languages.

Financial constraints might prevent the multi-linguality ideal from being realised. Gather-

ing speech for the development of a speech recognition application is a labour- and time

intensive process and therefore it is expensive. The costs involved are proportional to the

number of languages supported by the application. Hence it will be expensive to develop

a speech recognition application using all eleven official languages simultaneously.

It might be possible to utilise only one of the eleven official languages in preliminary

development of the speech recognition application, depending on the aspect(s) of speech

recognition addressed by the particular application. This should reduce initial system

development costs significantly.

1
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 2

1.1.2 Spoken Variants (SVs)

For any South African official language one wishes to recognise, it would seem logical to

develop the ability to recognise the language in all its spoken versions. These different

spoken versions or variants of a language are known either as accents or dialects of the

language, according to a number of linguistic criteria.

If one has a speech recognition system which is capable of recognising many of the accents

or dialects of a given language, this system will be more robust to accent and dialect vari-

ations which may otherwise detract from the system's performance. We will next present

a brief description of accent and dialect, after which we will motivate the unification of

these linguistic concepts from a pattern recognition viewpoint.

Accents [8]

There is an audible difference between the speech of a first language speaker of a language

and that of someone who is not a first language speaker of the given language. A first

language speaker of a language is sometimes called a 'native' speaker of the language,

whereas someone who is not a first language speaker of the language is called a 'non-

native' speaker of the language.

The audible difference in the speech of native and non-native speakers of a language

results from the different spectral- and temporal characteristics of their pronunciations.

The speech of a non-native speaker of a language is called 'accented' speech or the speaker

is aid to 'speak with an accent'.

Dialects [8, 27]

Dialects are different sounding versions of the same language (base language) as spoken

by different groups of native speakers. Where accents differ only in terms of their pro-

nunciation, dialects often differ in terms of their grammar and vocabulary as well. The

speaker groups representing different dialects of a base language tend to differ in terms of

their geographical location and their social grouping.

Unifying the concepts of accent and dialect

The distinction between accent and dialect is not always based on linguistic criteria alone.

The linguistic distinction appears to be influenced by historical, political and social mo-

tivations [ ].

Both accents and dialects are primarily the result of pronunciation differences between
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 3

multiple speaker groups speaking the same base language. These pronunciation diffe-

rences result in different spectral and temporal characteristics for the speech of the diffe-

rent speaker groups. As far as pattern recognition is concerned, both accents and dialects

will be modelled and recognised by encoding their spectral and temporal characteristics

with the appropriate pattern modelling techniques.

From a pattern recognition viewpoint, accents and dialects may then simply be seen

as different-sounding versions or variants of the same base language which are modelled

in terms of their temporal and spectral characteristics. These variants will be known as

Spoken Variants (SVs) throughout this thesis.

Applications utilising SV classification

There are a number of possible applications for a speech recognition system which is ca-

pable of classifying the SVs of a language. Such a system could be used to determine the

first language of users (accent), based on the SV classification of their speech. The system

could also be used to determine the probable geographical region of origin or social group

(dialect) of the users, based on the SV classification of their speech.

This capability might be useful in a system where initial speech input to the system is

constrained to one language. If SV classification of a user's speech determines a first-lang-

uage mismatch between the user and the system, the system might switch to a language

model which matches the user's first language. This model could be used by the system

both for presenting speech prompts to the user and for processing speech input from the

user.

Another use for SV classification of speech is in criminal forensic profiling of speakers. SV

classification could be used to determine the first language, possible geographical location

of residence and even social group of criminals from a recording of their speech. The use

of speech recognition for criminal forensic applications is briefly discussed in [8].

It is hypothesised that techniques developed for classifying the SVs of one language should

be applicable for classifying the SVs of another; perhaps with minor modification.

1.1.3 South African English (SAE)

This thesis used South African English (SAE) for the investigation of S\ classification

techniques. SAE was chosen for investigation, simply because there was a speech corpus

available for it when the thesis experimental investigation commenced. The SAE speech
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 4

used in this thesis was collected as part of the African Speech Technology (AST) project

[1].

The AST project was probably the first of its kind in South Africa where large speech

corpora were created for some of the South African official languages. The main aim of

the AST project was to develop an automated hotel telephone booking system in five

of the official South African languages. This thesis was conducted separately from the

development of the telephone booking system.

SAE was one of the official languages for which speech was collected as part of the AST

project. For the AST SAE corpus, five SVs were identified. The AST SAE corpus and

its SVs are described in section 3.1.

1.1.4 Speech transcriptions

For many of the modern speech corpora, text transcriptions are produced for the cor-

pus speech. The speech is typically transcribed at the phoneme level and often the

time-alignment of the phonemes are provided. Speech transcriptions provide additional

information which is not present in a system which utilises only spectral features.

Perhaps the most important use of speech transcriptions is that they provide a set of

concrete speech units, such as phonemes, in terms of which one may model the categories

which are to be recognised by the system. By modelling phoneme interactions, such as

with word models, one may impose higher-level linguistic constraints which can improve

the performance of a speech recognition system.

Producing accurate speech transcriptions for any speech corpus is probably more labour-

intensive than the gathering of the speech itself. This is because the gathering of speech for

many modern speech corpora is largely an automated process, whereas the transcription

of speech often requires the involvement of humans trained specifically for this purpose.

Since the speech transcription process is labour-intensive, it will be expensive. The finan-

cial costs involved in producing speech transcriptions might force developers of a speech

recognition system to utilise a transcription-less speech recognition approach. Speech

recognition systems which do not make use of speech transcriptions also tend to be sim-

pler than systems which do utilise speech transcriptions.

A transcription-less speech recognition approach is ideal for initial system development

because of the reduced development costs and possible reduction in system complexity it
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 5

affords. Speech transcriptions were produced for the AST SAE corpus, but the transcrip-

tion process was not finalised when the thesis implementation stage commenced. This

excluded the use of speech transcriptions in the development of the SAE SV classification

syst.em.

1.2 Objectives

• Create a pattern recognition system capable of automatic classification of SAE SVs.

• The speech recognition system must operate without speech transcriptions.

1.3 Contributions

• Developed a pattern recognition system which is capable of classifying SAE SVs

without requiring speech transcriptions (section 6.5).

• Showed that it is possible to systematically decrease the system overall average

Recognition Error Rate (RER, see chapter 6) from 52,05% to 20,03% (Figure 6.14).

• Showed a reduction in overall average RER as test segment durations were increased

(subsection 6.5.1). This result has positive implications for criminal forensics ap-

plications where one might encounter speech segment durations in excess of one

minute.

• Implemented a speech preprocessor which removes portions of input speech which

have no amplitude variation. This preprocessor, the Constant Amplitude Removal

Preprocessor (CARP), was utilised to remove empty speech files automatically and

to prevent numerical instabilities during feature extraction (subsection 4.1.3).

• Implemented a speech preprocessor which improves system robustness against non-

speech artifacts (subsection 4.1.4). This preprocessor, the Power Floor Preprocessor

(PFP), was designed in collaboration with the thesis supervisor, Prof. J.A. du

Preez. Experimental results confirmed that this preprocessor improves classification

performance on the AST SAE corpus (section 6.1).

• Showed that Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP, subsection 4.2.4) cepstra outper-

form Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients OvIFCCs, subsection 4.2.1) on the SAE

SV classification task (Figure 6.2).

• Showed that use of a global initialisation model, the CSVM (Common SV Model,

subsection 4.5.4) improves overall SV classification performance (subsection 6.4.2,

subsection 6.4.3 and subsection 6.4.5).
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• Showed that Hidden Markov Models (HMMs, subsection 4.5.3) outperform Gaus-

sian Mixture Models (GMMs, subsection 4.5.2) on the SAE SV classification task

(Figure 6.8 and Table 6.7).

• Showed that a reduction in overall average RER is attained when diagonal covariance

Gaussian emitting densities of the HMMs are replaced with full covariance Gaussian

emitting densities (Figure 6.13).

• Highlighted the trade-off between classification accuracy and computational effi-

ciency (subsection 6.5.1 and subsection 6.5.2).

• Implemented a Hierarchical Vector Quantisation (HVQ) process which allows one

to simultaneously initialise the component centroids of multiple mixture probabi-

lity density functions, directly from the spectral feature space (section 4.6). HVQ

was utilised to investigate the use of GMMs as HMM emitting densities (subsec-

tion 6.4.4).

• Implemented the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) feature' representation

(subsection 4.2.1) in software. This was required for investigating MFCCs as feature

representation.

• Software implementation of filter-bank spectral analysis. This was required for

investigation of the feature representation proposed by Arslan and Hansen (subsec-

tion 4.2.1). The filter-bank spectral analysis was implemented in a manner which

makes it possible to use filter bands which are spaced according to an arbitrary

frequency scale, including the Mel frequency scale (for the computation of MFCCs).

• Implemented a formant frequency estimator for investigating formant frequencies as

speech features (subsection 4.2.2).

1.4 Overview

A literature stud was conducted before the thesis experimental investigation commenced.

The purpose of the literature study was to determine the state of existing speech recogni-

tion research in areas related to this thesis. The literature study is presented in chapter 2.

The speech recognition areas of language identification, accent recognition and dialect

recognition were deemed to be of interest to tills thesis.

In order to make the discussion more general, languages and SVs were grouped together

under the label LC (language category) for the literature study. The trend which emerged
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from the literature study is that LCs are modelled using one of two generic speech recog-

nition configurations. The first configuration uses a combination of phoneme recognisers

and N-gram language models trained from speech transcriptions whereas the second con-

figuration uses GMMs or ergodic HMMs which are trained 'without speech transcriptions

(section 2.3).

In chapter 3 the AST SAE corpus is described. The SVs which comprise the AST SAE

corpus; namely Afrikaans English (AE), Black English (BE), Coloured English (CE),

English English (EE) and Indian English (IE) are described in section 3.1. The corpus

speech collection process and problems encountered with the corpus speech are briefly

described in section 3.2. These problems included speech files which contained no speech

at all as well as non-speech artifacts introduced by the speech transmission channel and

recording hardware.

The duration of speech available on a per-SV basis is shown in section 3.3. The speech

duration figures reveal that for more than 78% of the total duration AST SAE speech,

the speaker gender and telephone type (land line vs. cell phone) was not known. This

prevented the development of gender-specific as well as telephone-specific speech models,

which could improve the classification performance of the system significantly.

The theoretical concepts utilised in this thesis are presented in chapter 4. Briefly dis-

cussed in this chapter are the theoretical concepts from pattern recognition which are

utilised in this thesis. Specifically of interest in this chapter are the following speech

processing- and pattern recognition techniques implemented for this thesis:

• CARP (Constant Amplitude Removal Preprocessor). This preprocessor was de-

signed to remove constant amplitude speech sections wh.ich cause numerical insta-

bilities during feature extraction (subsection 4.1.3).

• PFP (Power Floor Preprocessor, subsection 4.1.4). Th.is preprocessor helped im-

prove system robustness against the non-speech artifacts present in the AST SAE

corpus (section 6.1).

• HVQ (Hierarchical Vector Quantisation, section 4.6). HVQ may be used to initialise

multiple GMMs from the spectral feature space without requiring speech transcrip-

tions. HVQ was utilised in the experiment which investigated the use of G" 1\ls as

HMI\I emitting densities (subsection 6.4.4).

• CSVM (Common SV Model, subsection 4.5.4), which is used to provide bet.ter para-

meter initialisation of SV models. This helps to alleviate the local optima problem
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encountered with model parameter estimation through the Expectation Maximi-

sation (EM) algorithm. Use of the CSVM improved the overall SV classification

performance (subsection 6.4.2, subsection 6.4.3 and subsection 6.4.5).

A number of speech recognition configurations considered for the classification of SAE

SVs are presented in chapter 5. These configurations were variations on the two general

speech recognition configurations identified in the literature synopsis of chapter 2. The

theoretical basis for these configurations is provided in chapter 4.

The thesis objectives state that the speech recognition system used for classification of

the SAE SVs has to operate without the use of speech transcriptions, therefore configura-

tions which require speech transcriptions were not considered for implementation. It was

decided to proceed with the implementation of speech recognition configurations utilising

GMMs and ergodic HMMs trained on spectral features only (section 5.2).

In chapter 6 the thesis experimental investigation is presented. The experimental inves-

tigation consisted of a number of experiments which investigated each of the processing

stages of a typical speech recognition system and the effect on the system overall clas-

sification performance when using a number of different configurations for each of these

stages.

The experiments utilised seven different test segment lengths ranging from two seconds to

five minutes in duration. These test segments were presented to the SV models in parallel

and the SV model which yielded the highest score on a given test segment was deemed

to be the classified category.

The experiments utilised the overall average Recognition Error Rate (RER) of the SV

classification systems as comparison measure. The overall average RER was taken as the

average RER attained over all the test segment lengths. The configuration for a given

tage of the classification system which minimised the system overall average RER was

retained in subsequent experiments. The classification systems which were created as a

result of using different configurations for a given stage of the speech recognition system

were labelled for ease of reference.

A nwnber of experiments were conducted using very simple pattern modelling (single

Gaussian PDFs) of the SAE SVs in order to determine the speech preprocessing- speech

feature extraction- and feature normalisation configurat.ions to use for the remainder of

the experiments (section 6.1,(section 6.2) and (section 6.3)).
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The speech preprocessor experiment revealed that addition of the PFP preprocessor (sub-

section 4.1.4) to an existing speech preprocessing configuration resulted in a reduction of

7,78% for the overall average RER, from 56,44% to 52,05% (section 6.1).

The speech feature extraction experiment showed that using PLP (Perceptual Linear Pre-

diction) features instead of the MFCCs used in the preprocessor experiment; an 11,9%

reduction in the overall average RER, from 52,05% to 45,86%, could be attained (sec-

tion 6.2).

An additional decrease of 6,39% in the overall average RER (from 45,86% to 42,93%)

was attained when the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT, subsection 4.3.4); a synonym

for Principal Component Analysis (PCA), was used as feature normaliser instead of the

feature scaling normaliser used in the previous experiments (section 6.3).

Next, a number of experiments were conducted to investigate the use of different pattern

modelling techniques for modelling the SVs. First a number of experiments involving

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) were conducted. The first of these experiments at-

tempted to establish the number of mixture components to use for the GMMs, based on

the overall average RER obtained with different mixture component counts. The GMM

mixture component counts were varied between two and hundred-and-twenty-eight, in

steps of two (subsection 6.4.1).

It was determined that a mixture component count of seventy yielded the lowest RER

of the component counts investigated. Using a seventy-component GMM instead of the

single Gaussian PDF used in previous experiments, reduced the overall average RER by

3,14% from 42 93% to 41,58%.

The next experiment investigated the use of a CSVM (Common Spoken Variant Model)

GMM to initialise the SV GMMs with. This CSVM GMM was trained on the acoustic fea-

tures of all the SVs and was used to improve the initia.l conditions for the SV GMMs prior

to parameter estimation with the EM algorithm. Use of the CSVM GMM to initia.lise the

SV GMMs resulted in a RERdecrease of 14,77% from 41,58% to 35,44% (subsection 6.4.2).

A number of experiments were conducted to investigate different first-order ergodic HMM

configurations for modelling of the SVs. To facilitate direct comparison of results attained

with the GMMs used in previous experiments, the first-order ergodic HMMs used a. state

COW1t of seventy.

IINfVERsm/T SffiL!:NBOSCH
BJ8!.10TEEK
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The first of these experiments investigated different methods of initialising first-order

ergodic HMMs (subsection 6.4.3). The purpose of the parameter initialisation experi-

ments were to determine the influence of HMM parameter initialisation on the overall

classification performance of the system. Using a CSVM GMM to initialise a CSVM er-

godic HMM; from which the SV HMMs were initialised, the overall average RER attained

by the seventy-component GMM configuration was reduced by 32,42%, from 35,44% to

23,95%.

The CSVM HMM was initialised via a transformation which converts a GMM to a first-

order ergodic HMM which is equivalent to the GMM as far as application of the EM

algorithm is concerned. This transformation is described in subsection 4.5.3. The im-

provement in RER obtained by this configuration was attributed to better initialisation

of the HMM acoustic component by using a CSVM GMM as seed for the CSVM HMM.

The experiment presented in subsection 6.4.4 investigated the use of GMMs as HMM

emitting densities. This experiment utilised the Hierarchical Vector Quantisation (HVQ)

process to create the VQ codebooks from which the centroids of the GMM state emitting

densities were initialised. HVQ (section 4.6) was specifically implemented for this experi-

ment.

The CSVM HM:tvI which was initialised from a CSVM GMM could not be utilised as

the basis for investigating the use of GMMs as emitting densities in the SV HMMs. This

is because the emitting densities of this HMM would always consist of the single com-

ponent densities of the original GMM CSVM source, by nature of the GMM to HMM

transformation (subsection 4.5.3) utilised to create the CSVM HMM.

The econd-best first order HMM configuration was therefore used instead. This con-

figuration was easily modified to utilise GMMs instead of single Gaussian PDFs as HMM

emitting densities. The experimental results showed that use of GMMs as HMM emit-

ting densities resulted in a 2,53% improvement in overall average RER from the 24,9%

of the configuration used as basis, to the eventual 24,27% of the configuration utilising

G~'IM emitting densities (subsection 6.4.4). This improvement in overall average RER

was shown not to be statistically significant.

Following the first-order HM?\1 experiments, a number of second-order H.t-.HvIconfigu-

rations were investigated. The purpose of these experiments were to determine if the

additional modelling complexity provided by higher-order HMM configurations could im-

pro re the overall average RER of the system. All of the second-order HMM configurations
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utilised the best-performing first-order HMM configuration as basis.

The best-performing second-order HMM configuration converted the CSVM H'MM of

the best-performing first-order HMM configuration to a second-order context-emphasised

HMM [11]. This converted CSVM HMM was retrained, the SV HMMs initialised from

the trained CSVM HMIvI and then the SV HMMs were retrained prior to classification.

This second-order HMM configuration reduced the overall average RER obtained by the

best-performing first-order Hl'v[tvIconfiguration by 4,22% from 23,95% to 22,94% (subsec-

tion 6.4.5).

The best-performing second-order HMM configuration was used as starting point for a

third-order HMM configuration. Unfortunately the resultant HMM had 677 798 states

with 1 849 387 links, which made it impractical to train with the computer hardware at

our disposal.

The second-best second-order HMM configuration was therefore used as starting point

instead. This second-order configuration utilised standard second-order H iMs which

typically contain far fewer links than the second-order context-emphasised HMMs. The

third-order HMM configuration thus created did not attain a lower overall average RER

than the best second-order HMM configuration.

The final experiment for the thesis is presented in subsection 6.4.7. In this experiment we

investigated the effect of replacing the diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF HMM emitting

densities of the best-performing second-order HMM configuration with full covariance

Gaussian PDFs.

Diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs were used in the majority of the thesis experiments;

as GMM component densities as well as HMM emitting densities. This is because di-

agonal covariance Gaussian PDFs have fewer parameters than full covariance Gaussian

PDFs, which make them computationally more efficient.

The computational efficiency of diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs could be offset by

a reduction in overall classification performance; depending on the nature of the feature

space being modelled. When using diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs, one assumes

that the feature space dimensions are uncorrelated. The experiment presented in subsec-

tion 6.4.7 investigated this assumption.

The second-order HMM configuration utilising full covariance Gaussian PDF emitting
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densities improved the overall average RER of the previously best-performing second-

order HMM configuration, which utilised diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF emitting

densities, by 1268%, from 22,94% to 20,03%. This improvement in overall average RER

was attained at a significant increase in computational cost. The duration of the classifica-

tion process for the configuration utilising full covariance Gaussian PDF emitting densities

was 22% higher than that of the configuration utilising diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF

emitting densities.

In section 6.5 the SV classification configurations developed during the thesis expert-

mental investigation are compared with each other. The configurations are compared in

terms of the overall average RER attained by each, as well as the computational cost of

each. The computational cost for a configuration is measured in terms of the duration of

the feature extraction process as well as the duration of the classification process for the

configuration. The reasons for not utilising the duration of the model parameter estima-

tion process as part of the cost assessment are presented in subsection 6.5.2.

A review of the results of the experimental investigation will reveal that the thesis ob-

jectives were met. That is, we succeeded in developing an SV classification system which

does not require speech transcriptions; within the thesis constraints. The shortcomings

of the eventual SV classification system developed are that its overall average RER drops

below 10% only once the test segment durations are increased above 60s and it has a high

computational cost. This means that it cannot be deployed ill real-time speech recogni-

tion applications.

These shortcomings are addressed in subsection 6.5.2 and the thesis conclusion chapter

(chapter 7).

Chapter summary

In this chapter we presented the multi-linguality requirement as motivation for the thesis

(subsection 1.1.1). This was followed by a description of the Spoken Variant (SV) concept.

The SV concept unifies the linguistic concepts of accent and dialect since these concepts

are very similar from a pattern recognition viewpoint (subsection 1.1.2).

The reasons for using the AST SAE speech corpus to investigate SV classification was

presented in subsection 1.1.3. The requirement for developing a transcription-less SV

classification system was presented in subsection 1.1.4, which was followed by the thesis

objectives in section 1.2.
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The thesis contributions were presented in section 1.2, after which an overview of the

thesis work; including the key experimental results, was presented in section 1.4. The

following chapter presents the thesis literature study, in which we investigate previous

research conducted in speech recognition fields related to this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Literature synopsis

Introduction

This chapter reviews previous work conducted in areas of speech recognition research

which were deemed relevant to this thesis. No literature describing previous work on

speech recognition involving SAE SVs was found. Therefore the literature study focused

on existing work involving the SV subcomponents of accent and dialect, as well as the

more general problem of language identification (LID).

The majority of papers reviewed here and deemed to be relevant to the SAE SV classifi-

cation problem were from the LID field. Throughout this chapter, where the discussion

is general enough such that one could refer to SVs or languages, the term 'language

categories' (LCs) will be used instead. The following will be discussed in this chapter:

• The feature representations used for LC recognition (section 2.1).

• The speech recognition techniques employed for LC recognition and the results

obtained (section 2.2).

• Conclusions drawn from the literature synopsis (section 2.3).

2.1 Feature representations used for LC recognition

2.1.1 Spectral speech features

Typical speech recognition systems utilise the speech spectral characteristics as features.

Feature representations which parameterise speech spectral characteristics in one form or

the other include MFCCs [7 40, 16], LPC (Linear Prediction Coefficients [12]) cepstra or

PLP (Perceptual Linear Prediction [15]) features. Formant frequencies and their band-

widths are another set of spectral features which could be utilised for speech recognition

14
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[21]. Even if 'higher-level' features such as units of speech (phonemes, words etc.) are to

be used for LC recognition, these features are parameterised in terms of their 'lower-level'

. pectral features.

2.1.2 Units of speech (phoneme, word etc.)

Different units of speech such as words or phonemes may be used to distinguish between

LCs. The distinction may be represented by the difference in the inventory of speech

units (broadly speaking 'vocabulary') of the LCs. If the same speech unit inventory is

used for the LCs, the LCs may be classified in terms of the differences in their spectral

and temporal realisation of the same speech units.

Additionally, the temporal realisation of speech units may also be used to classify LCs.

From the literature reviewed, it appears as if phonemes are the speech units of choice for

the majority of language identification (LID) systems [35, 25].

2.1.3 Prosodic features

Prosodic fea.tures include the following [18]:

• The pauses which demarcate phrases.

• Pitch (fundamental speech frequency or FO).

• Rate (timing or rhythm) of phonemes.

• Volume of speech (energy).

Pitch and frame energy prosodic features (as well as their first- and second-order deriva-

tives) were used by Fung and Kat for accent identification [21]. More detail on the work

of Fung and Kat is presented in subsection 2.2.2.

2.2 Speech recognition techniques employed for LC

recognition

2.2.1 LC recognition utilising spectral speech features

Language identification

LID using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) and Hidden Markov Models (HMI\ls)

trained on the general spectral characteristics of the target languages was presented by

Zissman in [40, 41J. The methods discussed in [40J form the basis for the experimental
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investigation of this thesis. This appears to be one of the first papers by Zissman on the

LID problem. Each of the languages to be recognised were represented by continuous

density, ergodic HMMs. For each language's HMM, tied-mixture GMMs (TGM.f\'Is) were

used as the output probability densities.

The GMM centroids were initialised prior to training using binary-split VQ followed by

refinement with the K-means algorithm. Each language had two separate TG~n"Is. The

TGMMs were trained on separate parallel feature vector streams. The first feature vector

stream consisted of MFCCs of unmentioned dimension, with the second feature vector

stream consisting of the first order derivatives (delta coefficients) for the first feature vec-

tor stream.

Between one and twenty states were used for each language's HMM, with the TGMMs

consisting of between four and hundred mixture components. Four different speech cor-

pora were used for the LID experiments. Of these four corpora, only the OCI- TS corpus

appears in later LID work. Three classification experiments were conducted on ten lang-

uages from the OGI- TS corpus.

The first experiment consisted of nine two-language classification tests involving English

and the other nine languages in turn. The second experiment consisted of ten one-lang-

uage detection experiments, i.e. language N vs. the rest. The final test consisted of one

ten-way LID experiment. For this thesis the ten-way LID experiment would have been the

most interesting, but unfortunately this experiment was selected for testing a single-state

HMM, which is equivalent to a GMM.

The GMM modelling for experiment three actually utilised a single-state HMM per model,

with the remaining languages pooled together to form a background C:r"IM model. It is

unclear from the paper whether the test utterance duration for the OCI- TS experiments

was also set at lOs as with the other three corpora used in this paper. For the two-

language classification task, Zissman obtained an average recognition error rate (RER)

of 20%. The one-language detection experiment yielded an average RER of 27o/c. The

ten-way LID experiment had a RER of 54%.

Du Preez and \i\ eber applied higher-order H.1Ms to pair-wise language recognition on

the OGI-TS corpus [11]. The purpose of the work presented in this paper was to de-

termine the applicability of high-order HM~1 speech modelling techniques [12] to the

language recognition problem. The authors utilised LPC-cepstra and their derivatives as

features and did not use speech transcriptions at all.
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A number of different HMM configurations were investigated, including first-order HMMs

(for comparison purposes), second- and third-order fixed-order HMI\fs (i.e. models which

do not have duration- or context modelling capabilities), second- and third-order context-

emphasised HMMs, second- and third-order duration-emphasised HMMs as well as mixed-

order context-duration-emphasised HMMs.

The higher-order HMM configurations were obtained and trained through application

of the ORED /FIT algorithms [12]. The language models had separate transition proba-

bility networks, but shared the same set of state output probability densities (emitting

densities). The classified language was the one which produced the highest log likelihood

on the test utterance.

On the NIST 1995 language identification evaluation, Du Preez and Weber obtained

a best RER of 19,4% on the 5s duration utterances and 2,6% on the 45s duration utte-

rances performing pairwise language recognition of English and Hindi. The model which

performed the best on the 5s utterances was a third-order duration modelling HMJvl, while

the fixed order third-order HMM performed the best on the 45s utterances.

The RER obtained by first-order models on the 5s test utterances was 30,8% and on

the 45s test utterances the first-order models obtained a RER of 17,9%. These results

indicated that use of the higher order HMMs resulted in a significant reduction in RER

for LID.

Accent identification

Chen, Huang, Chang and V\ ang utilised GMMs for identification of Mandarin Chinese

accents [7]. The authors utilised MFCC features (and their derivatives) in conjunction

with GMMs for the accent modelling. The influence of GMM component count as well

as speaker gender on accent identification was investigated. The influence of the test

segment duration on accent identification performance was also investigated.

The experimental results showed that the GMM mixture count had a significant effect

on the accent identification performance of their system. An average RER of 17,6% was

attained for the identification of four Mandarin Chinese accents, using average test seg-

ment durations of 16s. The Mandarin Chinese corpus contained about 16 hours of speech

sampled at 16kHz for three of the accents, with one accent containing speech sampled at

22kHz.
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Dialect identification

None of the published research reviewed for this literature synopsis performed dialect

identification using a method based on spectral features only.

2.2.2 LC recognition utilising units of speech

(phoneme, word etc.)

Language identification

As mentioned in subsection 2.1.2, the speech feature of choice for LID appears to be the

phoneme. Accordingly, the majority of LID approaches utilised a phoneme recogniser

front-end to tokenise the input speech as a stream of phonemes [41, 35]. Typically, the

same phoneme recogniser was used for all the languages being recognised.

Often, the phoneme recogniser was not even trained on a language common to any of

those being recognised. If only the frequency of phoneme occurrence is of importance,

uni-gram language models were employed to model the languages. If phoneme context

was also deemed to be of importance, N-gram language models were used to represent

each of the languages under consideration [35].

The phoneme recogniser front-end combined with phonotactic language modelling forms

the PRLM (Phone Recognition followed by Language Modelling) LID approach presented

by Zissman and Singer [41]. Zissman et al proposed a number of improvements to the

basic PRLM method. The first of these was PRLM-P, in which the phoneme recogniser

front-end consisted of a parallel bank of phoneme recognisers.

For each language being recognised, the output from each of the front-end phoneme

recognisers would be applied to the language's N-gram model and a log-likelihood score

computed. The total language likelihood would simply be the swnmation of the log-

likelihoods obtained for each of the different phoneme recognisers.

The second improvement to PRLM, PPR (Parallel Phoneme Recognition), appears to be

a logical refinement of the PRLMjPRLM-P approach. PPR requires separate phoneme

recognisers for each of the languages being recognised with these phoneme recognisers

only providing input for the -gram model of the language on which they were trained.

The phoneme recognisers used for PPR differed from those used in PRL1\! in that right-

context diphones were also utilised. Zissman et al compared GMM models, PRLM,

PRLM-P and PPR by performing pair-wise language identification on selected languages
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from the OGI- TS corpus. On average, the PPR method obtained the best RER, with the

GMJvImodels faring the worst.

Marcheret and Savic implemented a PPR-like configuration, but utilised language mo-

dels based on random walk theory instead of the traditional Nvgram language models

[28]. As with the standard PPR configuration, each of the languages to be recognised had

its own phonetic segmenter. The phonetic segmenters consisted of HSMMs (Hidden Semi-

Markov Models), which are ergodic HMMs with discrete probability duration modelling

and continuous observation probability modelling.

The random walk classifiers for a given language would produce Gaussian score distribu-

tions with zero mean for phonetic segments from the same language, but would produce

non-Gaussian score distributions with non-zero mean for the other languages. For each

series of phonetic segments input to the system, an Euclidean metric would be applied to

the score distributions to determine which distribution had a mean closest to zero. This

would then be the classified language. On the March NIST 95 language identification

evaluations this method obtained a best pairwise RER of 10% on test segments longer

than 30s and a RER of 12% on test segments of lOs length.

An improvement to the PRLM-P method which incorporated speaker gender information,

was proposed by Zissman [42]. This basically entailed the training of separate gender-

dependent as well as gender-independent phoneme recognisers for each of the languages

used in the phoneme recogniser front-end. This resulted in three separate phoneme recog-

nisers for each of the front-end languages, i.e. a phoneme recogniser trained on speech

from male speakers only, a phoneme recogniser trained on speech from female speakers

only and a phoneme recogniser trained on speech from both male- and female speakers.

For each of the languages recognised, separate Nsgram language models were trained for

each of the gender-class phoneme recognisers. The acoustic likelihood scores produced by

the male- and female phoneme recognisers were utilised to determine the probability of

the test segment representing male speech.

Using this probability weights were derived for each of the gender-specific channels. The

language with the maximum likelihood summed and weighted gender-specific channel

log-likelihood was then the hypothesised language. Additional performance gains were

obtained by Zissman when phoneme duration modelling was added to the Nvgram lang-

uage models. Zissman used eleven-way forced-choice classification experiments on the

OGI- TS corpus to show the improvement in PRLM-P performance with the addition of

speaker gender information as well as phoneme duration statistics to the language model-
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ling stage. On the 45s test segments the baseline PRLM-P system obtained an average

RER of 20,3%. Incorporating speaker gender and phoneme duration information in the

language model decreased the RER to 11,2% on the same test.

Further enhancements to the basic PRLM-P language identification algorithm were pre-

sented by Zissman [43]. The first improvement to the basic PRUvI-P algorithm involved

the addition of a Gaussian classifier back-end to the N-gram language modelling stage.

The original PRLM-P algorithm used the linear, weighted combination of the log-likeli-

hoods produced by the language models corresponding to each of the phoneme recogniser

front-ends to determine the most likely language. The Gaussian classifier back-end in-

volved the training of Gaussian probability densities for each of the languages being

recognised, using the log-likelihood scores from the language model for each phoneme

recogniser front-end as feature vector. This training was done during development testing.

Another improvement to the basic algorithm involved the use of phoneme frequency

vectors (or VPF) to estimate Gaussian probability densities for each language which

modelled the phoneme sequence probabilities for each language. The VPF vectors were

computed during development testing by obtaining the phoneme count for each of the

phoneme types used by the system, for a given development utterance, and then dividing

the phoneme counts by the total number of phonemes in the utterance. Zissman deemed

the multinomial phoneme sequence probability model used previously to be inadequate.

On the JIST 1996 LID evaluation, the improved PRLM-P system obtained a RER of

25,7% 46,6% and 65,2% on the 30s, lOs and 3s twelve-alternative, forced-choice test seg-

ments.

The method of Yan and Barnard followed the PRLM approach to perform rune-way

language identification on the LDC Conversational Telephone Speech Database [39]. Sep-

arate phoneme recognisers were used for each of the nine languages, with the actual

language modelling consisting of -gram language models with duration modelling. The

final classifier consisted of a feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer. This was

the same system used in previous work of the authors [6], but applied to conversational

. peech instead of constrained speech as used before. Since this system was not trained on

conversational speech but rather constrained speech from the OGI- TS corpus, a dramatic

increase in the error rate was observed for the system.

The authors proposed two methods to overcome this problem. The first method utilised

an energy criterion to discard long sections of silence as well as cepstral mean subtraction

to overcome the channel mismatches between the training and testing environments. The
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second method imposed constraints on the valid phoneme combinations output by the

phoneme recognisers, based on the difference in phoneme recogniser output as a result

of using conversational speech versus the constrained speech on which the system was

trained. The baseline system, trained on constrained speech from the OGI- TS corpus,

obtained a RER of 40,3% on the unconstrained speech of the Callfriend corpus for a nine-

way LID experiment. A system which incorporated the improvements suggested by Van

and Barnard, reduced the RER for the same experiment to 23,6%.

Metze, Kemp, Schaaf, Schultz and Soltau used a word lattice confidence measure for

recognition of English, German and Japanese speech on the VERBMOBIL multilingual

speech-to-speech translation system [29]. Instead of using the classification scores output

by the system directly, they utilised a lattice representing the words occurring in the test

utterances, with one word at each lattice node. The lattice was interpreted as an HlvlM,

with the word acoustic scores representing the HMM output densities and the lattice

structure the HMM link structure. The HMM transition probabilities were obtained from

tri-gram language model probabilities. It would appear as if a separate lattice was utilised

for each language.

For a test utterance word sequence, the word lattice HMM was utilised to obtain the

word sequence probabilities (or the 'confidence measure' as the authors referred to it),

for each language. This 'confidence measure' was used to determine the most likely lang-

uage. Previous work by the authors indicated that word-based LID systems outperformed

phoneme based systems. It was shown by the authors that channel effects severely affect

the recognition performance of LID systems which utilise a simple score-based approach.

The utterances used for testing had an average duration of 7,9s. The score based ap-

proach yielded an overall LID RER of 7,2% for three two-way LID experiments. Using

the confidence based LID approach, the overall LID RER for the same three two-way LID

experiments was reduced to 64%.

A relatively successful LID approach has been the large vocabulary continuous speech

(LVCSR) recognition LID system. This type of LID system combines phonetic, phono-

tactic, lexical and syntactic-semantic information for the overall system. Schultz, Rogina

and Waibel reported on the use of LVCSR-based LID systems [38]. Their LID system

COl isted of the basic PPR LID system with the difference that the scores obtained from

each of the independent language models were fed into a multi-lay er perceptron (!\'ILP)

neural network classifier back-end. The development and testing of the system was per-

formed with the Spontaneous Scheduling Task (SST) corpus. Five different systems were

investigated to determine the relative contributions of each of the knowledge sources used
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in LVeSR LID.

The first system utilised continuous density HMM context-independent phoneme recog-

nisers for each of the language model front-ends. The second system included phonotactic

information in the form of bi-gram counts. The third system was a word-based recogniser

incorporating the rules for phoneme concatenation to form words. The fourth system in-

corporated word bi-grams (or 'word knowledge' as the authors called it). The final system

did not incorporate the language modelling directly, but applied a scoring routine to the

word bi-gram output of the fourth system to hypothesise the most likely language. Three

two-way LID experiments were conducted for each of the five LID configurations in turn.

The best average two-way LID RER of 6,8% was achieved by the final system (scoring

word bi-gram output from system four). The best four-way LID RER achieved by the

authors was 16%.

The LVeSR LID system of Hieronymus and Kadambe used a variation of the basic PPR

method [16]. The authors used continuous density variable duration second-order ergodic

HMMs with one phoneme per state for the phoneme recogniser front-end of each language.

This enabled them to recognise triphones (or 'context-conditioned phonemes' according

to the authors) instead of the context-independent phonemes used by other PPR imple-

mentations. According to the authors, this is of great importance if the language syllable

structure is of the eve (consonant vowel consonant) form.

The authors used MFCe features with their first- and second-order derivatives. The

phoneme recogniser front-ends were trained on phonetically hand-labelled speech. The

language models consisted of N-gram language models with additional word-level lexi-

cal constraints. The authors developed a score normalisation procedure by which the

utterance log-likelihood was normalised by the log-likelihood of the best unconstrained

phoneme sequence. This normalisation technique in conjunction with cepstral mean nor-

malisation resulted in a best five-way language identification RER on the OGI- TS corpus

of 2% and 7% for 50s and lOs test utterances respectively.

Accent identification

PPR (in slightly modified form) was used by Kumpf and King for the identifica.tion of

accented Australian English [23]. A phoneme recogniser trained on the so-called 'native'

Australian English accent was used to segment the input speech into phoneme labels.

Phoneme recognisers were then trained for the remaining two accents using the gener-

ated phoneme labels for each accent. The N-gram accent models were derived from the

phoneme labels of the accent in question, according to the basic PPR approach. The
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authors also conducted experiments to compare the accent identification accuracy when

hand-segmented labels were used instead of the automatically segmented labels. Using

3150 test utterances of 4s average duration each on their PPR system, Kumpf and King

obtained a three-way accent classification RER of 23,4%.

Two different accent identification methods were proposed by Lincoln, Cox and Ringland

[25]. The first of these was phonotactic accent identification which utilised bi-grarn mo-

dels (diphones) in conjunction with confidence thresholds for the classification of British-

and American English. These confidence thresholds related overall diphone frequency of

occurrence to the recogniser input diphone history. Positive accent identification would

only be made once the threshold corresponding to a specific accent was crossed. Input

speech was tokenised into a phoneme stream using HMM monophone recognisers.

The second method proposed by Lincoln et al was the Mixture Component Usage (MCU)

method. This method pooled speech from both accents to train mono phone models and a

silence model. The monophone models were SCHMM (Semi-Continuous HMM) models.

The SCHMMs (by definition of the SCHMM) utilised the same set of HMM state output

densities. During training of the monophone models, for each speaker, the most likely

HMM state and mixture component for each input frame was noted.

Following training of the monophone models, each speaker had associated with him or her

a vector indicating the most likely mixture component for all mono phone HMM states.

These vectors of mixture component usage formed a new pattern space from which a clus-

tering of users according to accent was obtained using distance measures. During testing,

the MCU vectors for the input speech is computed and using the appropriate distance

measures classified as belonging to one of the accents represented by one of the earlier

MCU vector clustering centroids. Unfortunately no concrete RER figures were available

for the accent identification methods proposed by Lincoln et al, but from the graphical

classification results summary it appears that the method provided acceptable perfor-

mance on both the database used for system development as well as on the independent

TIMIT database.

Fung and Kat utilised phoneme-classes instead of phonemes for accent identification [21].

The TUvIIT and HKTIMIT corpora were utilised for these experiments. It is not entirely

clear from the paper how the accent modelling was performed. It is mentioned that a

sequence of three-state HMl'ds with single Gaussian state densities were used, but these

were probably for the phoneme classes and not the accents being recognised. It is assumed

that the best RER of 14.52% presented in the paper was for the pairwise accent identifi-
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cation of American English (represented by TIMIT) and Cantonese English (represented

by HKTIMIT).

Dialect identification

Rekart, Zissman, Gleason and Losiewicz performed pair-wise dialect identification of

Cuban- and Peruvian Spanish using the basic PRLM configuration [35]. A minimum

of 460 minutes of speech was available for training each of the dialect models, and similar

duration speech was available during testing. The speech for this experiment was sampled

at 48kHz using 16-bit quantisation. Rekart et al obtained a RER of 16% on the pairwise

identification of the two Spanish dialects, using training and testing speech segments of

three minute duration.

The use of so-called 'shibboleth' words to perform automatic clustering of speakers into

distinct groups sharing the same speech pronunciation characteristics was proposed by

Huggins and Patel [19]. Here the emphasis was not on dialect recognition per se, but to

improve the robustness of a command- and control system to the influence of dialectal

variability. The relative frequency of occurrence for specific phonetic realisations of key-

words (the 'shibboleth' words) were used to setup distance metrics which determined the

automatic clustering of speakers into distinct dialect groups. A phoneme recogniser front-

end supplied the phoneme stream from which different realisations of the 'shibboleth'

words were identified.

2.3 Conclusions drawn from the literature synopsis

The literature synopsis indicated that the general LC recognition trend is to utilise one

of the following speech recognition configurations:

• The fir t configuration utilises one or more phoneme recogniser front-ends, followed

by language modelling based on the phoneme stream output by the recogniser front-

end. Often the LC modelling is based on N-gram language models.

• The second configuration models the LCs directly in terms of the speech spectral

features. I.e. no speech transcriptions are utilised for this type of LC recognition

configuration. This type of configuration typically models the LCs with G.kIMs or

ergodic Hlvll lIs.
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Chapter summary

This chapter presented a brief review of previous research conducted in LC recognition.

The purpose of this review was to determine the general trend in LC recognition research.

This trend gives us a good indication of how to tackle SAE SV classification. The following

chapter describes the AST SAE corpus.
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Chapter 3

The AST South African English
(SAE) corpus

Introduction

This chapter introduces the AST South African English (SAE) speech corpus which was

utilised in this thesis. The following topics are discussed in this chapter:

• Description of the SAE SVs (section 3.1).

• Collection of the SAE corpus speech (section 3.2).

• SAE corpus speech statistics (section 3.3).

3.1 The SAE SVs

Each SAE SV is identified by two letters, with the first letter denoting the first language

of the speakers and the second letter denoting the base language of the SV (SAE). The

following five SAE SVs were identified at the onset of the AST project:

• Afrikaans English (AE)
AE denotes English spoken by people who have Afrikaans as their first language.

It is understood that the Afrikaans spoken by these people is so-called 'standard'

Afrikaans.

• Black English (BE)
English speech from speakers of the Nguni and Sotho language families was placed

in the BE SV. For the AST project, the Xhosa and Zulu languages were chosen to

represent the guni family whereas SeSotho was the language chosen to represent

the Sotho family.

26
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• Coloured English (CE)
The CE SV represents English spoken by people from the Cape Flats area of South

Africa's Western Cape Province. The first language of these speakers could be

English or Afrikaans, but the Afrikaans and English spoken by this community

differs sufficiently from standard Afrikaans and standard South African English to

warrant separate Afrikaans and English SVs for these speakers.

• English English (EE)
English spoken by people who have English as their first language and which can-

not be categorised as one of the other SAE variants, was placed in the EE SV. The

'English English' (EE) SV group represents 'standard' South African English. His-

torical factors dictate that standard South African English is modelled after British

English.

• Indian English (IE)
English spoken by people of Indian (mainland India) descent.

3.2 SAE corpus speech collection

The SAE corpus consists of telephone calls from land lines as well as cell phones, collected

over ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) lines. A Dialogic D/300-SC ISDN inter-

face board was used for the call recording. The caller utterances were sampled at 8kHz

and recorded to single-channel 8-bit alaw format speech files, with separate speech files

for each utterance [1].

The callers were provided with numbered prompt sheets. The call sheet prompts were

designed to elicit! both constrained- and spontaneous speech. The speech files were pro-

cessed to determine the quality (usability) of the recorded utterances. This quality as-

sessment stage was responsible for removing unusable utterance speech files.

The quality or usability of the utterances was influenced by the presence of non-speech

events in the recorded utterances. These non-speech events ranged from caller-generated

noises (such as lip-smacking by the caller in between speaking) to background noise gen-

erated by machine equipment etc. Following the quality assessment, the utterances were

transcribed orthographically.

IThe Pocket Oxford Dictionary [3] entry for 'elicit' reads as follows:

"...draw out (facts, a response, etc.), esp. with difficulty."
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The orthographic transcriptions contained only the onset and termination times of the

utterance phone stream. The time of occurrence for non-speech events was also indicated

in the speech transcriptions. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the speech tran-

scription process was not finished when the thesis implementation stage commenced and

therefore speech transcriptions were not used for this thesis. Also; many of the speech

files were not yet processed by the quality assessment personnel when the thesis imple-

mentation stage commenced.

The telephone type (channel) as well as caller gender were therefore unknown for many of

the AST SAE speech files. The consequence of this was that separate speech recognition

models for the two telephone channel types and the two genders could not be developed.

Using separate speech recognition models for the telephone channel type and the caller

gender could improve the overall robustness of the SAE classification system.

This is because the caller gender determines the spectral characteristics of the speech

to a significant degree and the different telephone channel types have different trans-

fer functions which shape the spectral characteristics of the recorded speech in different

ways. It is anticipated that mismatches between the speaker gender- and telephone chan-

nel characteristics of the SVs will impact the classification process negatively.

Gender- and telephone channel type specific modelling of the SVs might utilise the fol-

lowing models for each SV:

• A model for female speakers using cell phones.

• A model for female speakers using landlines.

• A model for male speakers using cell phones.

• A model for male speakers using land lines.

• A model for all the SV speech (both genders and telephone channel types).

Classification will then proceed as normal, where each test segment is simply matched to

all the SV models, and the SV's model which produces the highest log-likelihood score is

assigned the test segment· irrespective of which gender/channel model of the S\ produced

the best score.

The use of gender/channel-specific models would also expand the classification possibili-

ties for the SV classification s~stem. For criminal forensics speech recognition applications

it would be useful to determ.ine the probable gender of the caller and the type of telephone
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utilised by the caller.

On the other hand, by not split.ting the AST SAE corpus according to caller gender and

telephone channel type, one has more speech with which to train the SV speech models.

The duration of speech available for training of the SV speech models is an important

consideration for the training of higher order HMMs. An increase in HMM order results

in an increase in the duration of speech required for satisfactory parameter estimation of

the H rIMs.

Garbage or unusable utterance files were discarded from the speech file collection as

these were discovered. These unusable utterance files caused the speech recognition pro-

cess to fail, and were at first discovered by a process of elimination. The speech signal

for many of the unusable utterance recordings was in fact a DC signal w ith zero am-

plitude. These 'empty' utterance files were probably the result of the speech recording

software recording when there was no input signal to the ISDN interface board. Needless

to say, empty utterance files are of no use to the speech recognition development process

and will in fact have a detrimental effect on the estimation of speech model parameters etc.

The speech files need not be completely empty to create problems for the speech recog-

nition system development process. Zero amplitude sections of the input speech which

have duration equal to or longer than the frame length used for the computation of speech

features, cause numerical instabilities in the computation of speech features. A simple

speech preprocessor was implemented to remove these problematic zero amplitude sections

of the input speech. This preprocessor, the Constant Amplitude Removal Preprocessor

(CARP), is presented in subsection 4.1.3. The CARP enabled the speech recognition

system to automatically discard empty utterance files.

Many of the SAE utterance files have long sections containing only background noise,

with no speech input from the caller. This is caused by a number of factors, such as in-

adequate speech endpoint detection by the speech recording system as well as the presence

of automatic gain control (AGC) units in the speech recording system. These problems

are addressed in subsection 4.1.4. To combat these problems and hence improve system

robustness to non-speech events, the Power Floor Preprocessor (PFP) was implemented.

The PFP basically segments an input speech signal into speech and non-speech portions

based on a morphologically filtered version of the input speech signal's frame power. The

design and detail of the PFP algorithm is presented in subsection 4.1.4.
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3.3 SAE corpus speech statistics

30

Figure 3.1 shows the amount of speech available for each of the SAE SVs. This figure

shows the total speech duration, as well as the separate durations for the training and

testing utterances of each SV. These figures may be different for the final version of the

SAE corpus, but they represent the set of SAE corpus utterances used in this thesis. A

detailed summary of the SAE corpus speech statistics is found in Table A.l. As mentioned

in the previous section, the telephone type as well as the caller gender was unknown for

many of the recorded utterances. This is reflected in Figure 3.1 and Table A.I.

The bars labelled 'Unknown' in Figure 3.1 indicate the total utterance duration of each

SV for which the caller gender and telephone type is unknown. The telephone type as

well as the caller gender was unknown for 78% of the utterances utilised in this thesis.

This percentage is obtained by measuring the duration of the 'Unknown' utterances vs.

those for which the caller gender and telephone type is known.

25~---,---------,---------,---------,----~~~c=c=~
_ Total
_ Training

D Testing
Unknown

20

;s 15
c
.Q
"iii:;
"0
i:o
Q)
Q)

~10

5

o
AE BE IE

Figure 3.1: SAE corpus speech durations. Shown for each SV is the total duration
speech available for the SV (,Total'), the total duration of the training utterances

('Training') and the total duration of the utterances used for testing ('Testing'). Also
shown for each SV is the total duration of speech for which the caller gender and

telephone type was unknown (' Unknown').

CE
SAE SV

EE
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Chapter summary

This chapter introduced the speech database which was the focus of the thesis, namely

the AST SAE corpus. The SVs which comprise this corpus were briefly described. The

speech collection process and some of the corpus speech statistics were presented in order

to illustrate the corpus characteristics. The following chapter will present the theoretical

concepts utilised in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Theory

Introduction

This chapter presents the basic signal processing and pattern recognition theory utilised

in the thesis. It is not meant to be an exhaustive treatment of these concepts. The

following topics will be discussed:

• Speech preprocessing (section 4.1).

• Speech features (section 4.2).

• Feature normalisation (section 4.3).

• Vector Quantisation (VQ) (section 4.4).

• Speech modelling (section 4.5).

• Hierarchical Vector Quantisation (HVQ) (section 4.6).

• Speech classification (section 4.7).

4.1 Speech preprocessing

The aim of the speech preprocessing stage is to compensate for degradation of the input

speech and to enhance those speech characteristics parameterised by the speech features.

Any speech degradation or artifact not dealt with during the speech preprocessing stage

will propagate through the speech recognition system and degrade the s) stem perfor-

mance. The speech preprocessors used in this thesis will be discussed next.

32
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4.1.1 Preemphasis

Preernphasis involves all-pole filtering of the input speech, which results in emphasis of

the high-frequency components. It also assists in removing the influence of the larynx

and lips on the speech production process and hence provides better isolation of the vocal

tract response. The all-pole filter polynomial is given by [9]:

(4.1)

with the preemphasis coefficient /-L,p in the range 0.9 :; j.Lp :; 1.0.

4.1.2 Power normalisation

Power normalisation caters for varying recording volumes, and involves the following:

• The input speech is divided into blocks.

• The power is computed for each of the blocked sections.

• The blocked speech sections are divided by the square root of the 75th percentile of

the power values computed for all the blocks.

The 75th percentile was chosen as a result of practical experience with power norma-

lisation. It was found that use of the median of the blocked power levels caused the

preprocessor to suppress significant silence sections of the input speech. If the maximum

blocked power level was used, it resulted in a bias toward background noise with high

amplitude, such as the noise caused by a slamming door.

4.1.3 Constant Amplitude Removal Preprocessor (CARP)

Constant amplitude sections are parts of the input utterance waveform which have zero

variance. If these constant amplitude sections have zero amplitude and are of duration

equal to or greater than the feature extraction analysis frame length, numerical instabili-

ties may occur during the feature calculation process. This is especially true if the feature

extraction process involves the computation of logarithms.

To overcome the problem posed by long-duration zero amplitude speech sections, the

CARP was devised. This preprocessor considers fixed-duration sections of the input

speech waveform and determines whether any signal variation occurs over the section un-

der consideration. If no variation is found, the section is removed from the input speech.

This necessitates re-alignment of time-aligned speech transcriptions (if these are to be

used), following application of the CARP.
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The parameters for this preprocessor are:

• windur. The analysis window length (in seconds) of the CARP. The input speech

waveform is divided into sections of length windur. These sections are tested sepa-

rately for amplitude variation.

• retdur. The duration (in seconds) of discarded speech sections to retain. Short-

duration silence sections often need to be retained in order to maintain inter-

phoneme context.

The CARP was utilised for the automatic removal of so-called 'empty' utterance files.

These utterance files contained no amplitude variation and hence no speech.

4.1.4 Power FloorPreprocessor (PFP)

Listening tests performed on randomly selected utterance files from the SAE corpus re-

vealed that some of the speech files were severely corrupted by the presence of non-speech

artifacts. The presence of non-speech artifacts in speech used to train SV models could

lead to inaccurate modelling of the SV speech.

The speech endpoint detection (SED) performed in standard speech recording equipment

simply detects the onset and termination of speech input, or input resembling speech.

Non-speech artifacts could be recorded as speech if the SED is flawed or if the non-speech

artifacts overlap with speech sections. The PFP was designed to overcome the former

problem, whereas the latter problem was considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis.

The following were deemed to be possible sources of non-speech artifacts:

• The environment in which the call originated.

• The recording channel and equipment used to record the speech.

• Caller behaviour or speaker-specific noise.

The factors identified above did not necessarily occur independent of each other. Often

the determination of a non-speech artifact's cause was done in a subjective manner.

The above-mentioned factors correspond with those identified by Rabiner and Juang

as factors which could hamper SED [20J. In their discussion of SED, Rabiner and Juang

used a simple isolated digit recognition experiment to illustrate the increase in speech

recognition error as a result of SED error. An important point made by the authors is
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that the degree to which SED error will detract from the speech recognition system per-

formance will probably depend on the speech recognition problem itself and the speech

recognition system setup and characteristics.

According to Rabiner and Juang, the non-speech artifacts are often of the same energy

content as speech events. It follows then that a SED approach which is simply energy-

based will have limited success.

Influence of caller environment on the speech recording process

Some of the non-speech artifacts attributed to the caller environment were:

• Speech from external (non-participating) speakers. This type of speech sometimes

happened to be of a different SV origin than that of target (speaker) SV.

• Animal noises (dogs barking in the background etc.).

• Machine equipment noise.

• Vehicle traffic noise.

The telephone channel and recording equipment as sources of non-speech ar-

tifacts

The AST SAE corpus included speech collected over land lines as well as cell phones, with

both these telephone channels possibly generating distinct non-speech artifacts.

The non-speech artifacts generated by the telephone channel included the following:

• Call connect- and disconnect noise.

• Channel interference or call breakup (deterioration of speech beyond the point of

intelligibility) .

The speech artifacts introduced by recording equipment (telephony- and sound cards)

included the following:

• Zero amplitude non-speech sections.

• Inability of recording equipment to reject or suppress non-speech sections of the

input signal as a result of inadequate SED.

• Varying signal power levels caused by Automatic Gain Control (AGC) units in the

recording equipment.
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Automatic Gain Control (AGe) units are amplifiers which modify their gain such that

the output signal of the unit has an amplitude greater than or equal to a predetermined

threshold [17]. This might result in non-speech artifacts of significant power which could

be mistakenly classified as speech by SED units.

Influence of caller behaviour on the recording process

It is not entirely sure to what extent speaker behaviour influenced the classification results

obtained in this thesis. Sources of non-speech artifacts attributed to caller characteristics

include the following:

• Speech impairments such as lisping and stuttering.

• Speaker idiosyncrasies which include the smacking of lips or noisy physical gestures

used for emphasis.

• Speaker interaction with the handset. If the speaker handles the handset frequently

it could lead to excessive noise contamination of the speech.

• Extremely long pauses (hesitation) by the caller between reading utterances.

The longest duration speech file in the SAE corpus had a duration of ten minutes. Only

the first eight seconds of the file contained actual speech. The rest of the file consisted of

background noise and noises made by the caller. This is a good example of inadequate

SED combining with caller behaviour to produce an utterance file consisting mainly of

non-speech artifacts. Needless to say, this file and others like it will definitely hamper

speech recognition efforts unless they are dealt with.

Design and implementation of PFP

One would expect the power in speech signals as measured over successive frames, to vary

between the power level corresponding to no input signal (so-called 'ambient power floor')

and that corresponding to the ma-ximum amplitude section of the input signal; assuming

a sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the telephone channel and recording equipment.

The resultant vector obtained from measuring the signal power over successive frames will

subsequently be referred to as the 'frame power', or PJrm of the signal.

The frames are obtained by dividing the input signal into overlapping sections of con-

stant length (duration) and constant spacing (or 'skip'). A frame length of 20ms and

half- frame spacing (1Oms) was used for this thesis. p Jrm is computed as follows:

(4.2)
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where Pjrm(J) is the resultant frame power for frame j, vj(k) is the k'th sample of Vj,

the speech samples corresponding to frame I, and N is the number of samples in frame f

The presence of AGe units in the recording equipment resulted in the amplification of

non-speech artifacts or even silence sections to such an extent that these sections of the

input signal had sufficient power levels to be confused with speech sections. This effect

was manifested in varying ambient power floor levels or the recorded signal. Other non-

speech artifacts, such as background noise generated by machine equipment, have power

levels comparable to that of speech portions of the input signal and are obvious sources

of confusion for any speech recognition system.

Another factor to consider for adequate SED is the limit imposed by the speech pro-

duction system on the rate of change for a speech signal and its corresponding Pjrm.

Typical vowel durations are around 40-400ms [9]. Sections of the input speech which

are shorter than these typical vowel durations could be rejected, even if these speech

sections have high enough power levels to be classified as speech by standard SED tech-

niques. This constraint placed on the rate of change of the input signal should result in

the rejection of amplitude spikes and other recording artifacts, which might have power

levels comparable to speech, but which are of too short duration to be classified as speech.

The PFP design combines power level constraints and the temporal constraints men-

tioned above for the segmentation of an input signal into speech and non-speech sections,

at the frame power level. Sections of the input signal which are classified as non-speech

are replaced by constant amplitude sections. The constant amplitude sections may then

be removed by application of the CARP (as was done in this thesis).

The PFP algorithm will be presented next using the example utterance shown in Figure 4.1.

The utterance shown in Figure 4.1 has a total duration of around 70s. Only the sections

between Os-3,5s (Figure 4.1 (a) ) and 30,5s-33,5s (Figure 4.1 (b) ) contain speech. The

section between 68s-70,5s (Figure 4.1 (d) ) contains only recording artifacts. The utte-

ranee shown in Figure 4.1 contains background noise generated by machine equipment.

The power level of the machine equipment noise was high enough for the SED of the

reco 'ding equipment to fail. In other words, the recording continued even when no speech

was input to the system. The spectrogram for the PFP example utterance is shown in

Figure 4.2. The spectrogram for the complete utterance is shown in Figure 4.2 (a) and

the spectrogram portions corresponding to the speech sections of interest identified above,

in Figure 4.2 (b), (c) and (d). The energy level of the signal at a given time/frequency
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Figure 4.1: Example utterance used for PFP algorithm description. The complete

utterance is shown in (a); with (b), (c) and (d) zooming in on selected sections of the

example utterance. Sections (b) and (c) of the utterance contain speech whereas section

(d) contains only recording artifacts.

coordinate is proportional to the spectrogram intensity level at that coordinate.

The presence of the machine equipment noise is more visible in the utterance spectro-

gram than in its speech signal. The machine equipment noise manifests itself in the

spectrogram as invariant horizontal bands of relatively high energy; which occur primar-

ily in the frequency range between 0-lkHz. The PFP algorithm consists of the following

st.eps:

• Computation of P jrm using Equation 4.2. The frame length frmdur and overlap

frmovi used for framing the input signal is specified beforehand by the user. The

frame power computed for the example utterance, using a frame length of 20ms

and a frame skip of IOms, is shown in Figure 4.3. From the frame power for the

complete signal, shown in Figure 4.3, one sees that the ambient power level for the

signal increases gradually. TIns is attributed to the presence of AGC units in the

recording equipment .

• Filtering of Pjrm using a morphological 'open" closing , filter. This morphological
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Figure 4.2: Spectrogram for the PFP example utterance (shown in Figure 4.1). Section

(a) is the spectrogram for the complete utterance shown in Figure 4.1 (a). Sections (b),

(c) and (d) are the spectrogram sections for the corresponding sections of Figure 4.1.

filter consists of a number of cascaded dilation and erosion filtering operations [14].

The morphological 'opening' filter removes peaks in PIrm with duration less than a

user-specified minimum peak duration peakmin, by flattening the peaks and not by

discarding the peak samples.

The morphological 'closing' filter fills in the gaps (potential silence sections) be-

tween adjacent sections of PIrm which correspond to speech sections of the input

signal. Gaps in the frame power waveform of duration smaller than a user-specified

minimum gap duration gaPmin are filled in.

In other words; the morphological filtering stage of the PFP algorithm forms the

envelope of possible speech sections based on the temporal characteristics of PIrm.

The morphological filtering operation introduces a lag in PIrm, which is compen-

sated for prior to proceeding with the next stage of the PFP algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: Frame power P!rm for the PFP example utterance (shown in Figure 4.1).
Section (a) of this figure is the fmme power for the complete utterance, whereas sections

(b), (c) and (d) represent the frame power for the corresponding sections of Figure 4.1.

To aid in the discussion of the PFP algorithm, the morphologically filtered ver-

sion of P!rm will be assigned the symbol Pmorplr.. The frame power for the example

utterance, following the morphological filtering operation, is shown in Figure 4.4.

The percentile levels and power level thresholds indicated in this figure form part

of the percentile normalisation stage which will be discussed next .

• Percentile normalisation of Pmorph. This stage of the PFP algorithm refines the

speech segmentation based on the power levels in Pmorph'

A percentile, symbolised by Pl, of Pmorph. is computed to establish the ambient

power floor for the input signal. The' l' subscript indicates that it is the first such

percentile computed as part of the percentile normalisation stage, For this thesis

the second percentile was used for PI'

A different percentile would probably be required for a different speech corpus.

The value of PI depends on the characteristics of the corpus speech to which PFP

will be applied. Basically all of the PFP parameters are determined by inspection
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Figure 4.4: Morphologically-filtered frame power P17lorph for the PFP example utterance.

An 'opening' filter was applied to the frame power shown in Figure 4.3 to remove spikes.

This was followed by application of a 'closing' filter to fill in potential silence sections.

'pi' and 'p2' are percentile levels which are utilised along with the threshold levels 'tl'

and 't2' to segment the utterance into speech and non-speech sections.

of the target corpus speech. Future research efforts could investigate automatic es-

timation of the PFP parameters.

From PI a power level threshold tl is computed:

(4.3)

01 is a pre-defined offset which is determined by inspection of the frame power wave-

forms for a number of utterances from the corpus on which the PFP is to be applied.

01 is chosen such that the threshold determined by i, is higher than the power level

of utterance sections which are too low in power to be representative of speech. The

threshold established by t., helps to reject soft background noises.

The first percentile normalisation is then performed as follows:

{

00 Pmorph (i) :::; i,
PPI (i) = .

Pmorph (1.) P17lorph (i) > t1
(4.4)
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where PPI (i) is the i'th value of the percentile-normalised frame power vector and

Pmor'ph(i) is the corresponding element of the morphologically filtered frame power

vector. The 00 value in Equation 4.4 is chosen to be much greater than the maxi-

mum power levels anticipated in P Inn'

The computation of PPI should be able to remove non-speech sections of the frame

power waveform which have relatively low power compared to actual speech sections

of PIrm' Next, a percentile P2 is computed for PPl' For the AST SAE corpus, P2 was

set equal to the second percentile of PPl' As with Pl, the value of P2 will depend on

the speech corpus to which PFP is applied, From P2, a second power level threshold

t2 is computed as:

(4,5)

The purpose of the second power level threshold t2 is to remove non-speech sections

which have high enough power levels to be confused with speech sections of the

frame power. 0.0 ~ 02 ~ 1.0 is a user-defined fraction. As with the offset value 01

used in the computation of tl, the value of 02 is determined by inspection.

This second threshold t2 is especially useful in removing non-speech artifacts caused

by AGC units. An example of using the PFP to remove AGC non-speech artifacts

is presented right after the description of the PFP algorithm.

The new frame power PP2 is next computed as:

(4.6)

From PP2 the final speech segmentation is obtained. The sections of PP2 which are

not equal to P2 represent frames which contain speech.

Listening tests established that the speech segmentation obtained in this fashion

discards very soft speech sounds such as unvoiced fricatives. To overcome this prob-

lem, an additional parameter was introduced for the PFP.

This parameter, retdur (,retention duration') specifies what duration of PP2 adjacent

to segmented speech sections should be retained to prevent the accidental removal

of speech sounds which have low power levels. As with most of the parameters of

PFP, some experimentation is required on the part of the user in determining a

suitable value for retdur'
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PP2 for the example utterance is shown in Figure 4.5. The processed speech signal is shown

in Figure 4.6. Two more examples of PFP application are shown next. The first example

shows the use of PFP to remove contamination caused by AGe units in the recording

equipment. The second example shows the use of PFP to remove call disconnect spikes

in the recorded speech.

Use of PFP to remove AGe artifacts

Here we present the use of PFP to remove AGe non-speech artifacts from speech. The

utterance containing the AGC non-speech artifacts is shown in Figure 4.7 (a). The spec-

trogram for this utterance is shown in Figure 4.7 (b) and the frame power in Figure 4.7

(c). The presence of AGe units during the recording of the signal in question resulted in

non-speech artifacts near the end of the speech signal.
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Figure 4.7: Speech signal {a}, spectrogram (b) and frame power Plrm (c) for example
utterance used to illustrate the removal of AGC contamination using the PFP. The AGC
influence is visible in the divergence of the utterance signal amplitude in (a), between
3,5s and the end of the utterance. Correspondingly. the frame power waveform in (c)

shows a sudden increase from the ambient power level at around 3,5s.
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This contamination appears in the speech waveform as a sudden divergence in the

speech signal amplitude, followed by random amplitude fluctuation. In the spectrogram

of the speech signal, it manifests itself as noise. In the frame power waveform, the AGe
contamination is indicated by a sudden jump in frame power level near the end of the

frame power waveform. The morphologically-filtered frame power Pmorph for the AGC-
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Figure 4.8: Morphologically filtered frame power Pm.orph (a.), percentile-normalised

fmme power PP2 (b) and modified speech signal (c) for the example utterance used to

illustrate the removal of AGe contamination using the PFP.

contaminated utterance is shown in Figure 4.8 (a). The percentile levels and power level

thresholds used for percentile normalisation are also shown. The percentile-normalised

frame power PP2 is shown in Figure 4.8 (b). The speech signal following application of

the PFP is shown in Figure 4.8 (c).

Use of PFP to remove call disconnect spikes

Here we present the use of PFP to remove non-speech artifacts which result from the ter-

mination (disconnection) of a land line telephone call. Disconnection of a telephone call

over a land line often results in a spike in the telephone signal, producing an audible 'click'.

Such a spike is clearly visible in the utterance shown in Figure 4.9 (a). The spectro-

gram for this utterance is shown in Figure 4.9 (b) and the frame power in Figure 4.9 (c).
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The morphologically-filtered frame power Pmorph for the call disconnect spike removal

o 0.5 1.5 2
Time [sl

2.5 3 3.5

Figure 4.9: Speech signal (a), spectrogram (b) and frame power Pfrm (c) for the

example utterance used to illustrate the removal of call disconnect spikes using the PFP.

example utterance is shown in Figure 4.10 (a). The percentile levels and power level

thresholds used for percentile normalisation are also shown. The percentile-normalised

frame power P]J2is shown in Figure 4.10 (b). The speech signal following application of

the PFP is shown in Figure 4.10 (c).

4.2 Speech features

The speech features are used to parameterise the input speech of the speech recogni-

tion system. For sensible and useful results the features must be chosen to reflect those

characteristics of the input speech the experimenter wishes to model. Typically these

characteristics will be frequency domain (spectral) characteristics, with higher-level lin-

guistic knowledge built into the speech modelling stage.

Prior to the computation of the speech features, the original speech signal is divided

into a number of overlapping frames to which are applied a windowing function such as

a Hamming window [33]. The frames have a predetermined length (frame length) and

overlap (frame overlap or skip). For this thesis, a frame length of 20ms and frame skip of
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Figure 4.10: Morphologically filtered frame power Pmorph (a), percentile-normalised

frame power PP2 (b) and modified speech signal (c) for the example utterance used to

illustrate the removal of call disconnect spikes using the PFP.

lOms was used.

The speech features are extracted on a frame-by-frame basis to produce a matrix of

speech features for each input speech signal. A given row index of the feature matrix

represent the speech features of the speech frame with the same index. A row of the

feature matrix is often referred to as a feature vector.

The following speech features were investigated in this thesis:

• Features obtained from filter-bank spectral analysis of speech (MFCCs and others).

• Formant frequencies- and bandwidths.

• Combination MFCC and formant frequencies.

• Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features.

A short description of each speech feature representation will be given next.
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4.2.1 Filter-bank spectral analysis

The cochlear filter-bank of the human ear probably served as the inspiration for the filter-

bank spectral analysis technique [20]. Since one of the main goals of speech recognition

research is to have machines perceive and process speech in the same manner as humans,

it appears sensible to emulate the behaviour of the human speech sensor.

The basic filter-bank spectral analysis is performed using overlapping bandpass filters

covering the frequency range of interest ('analysis frequency range'). These filters com-

pute the average spectrum around each centre frequency [18]. Each bandpass filter in

effect consists of a windowing function applied to the section of the DFT of the input

speech under consideration.

Often a simple triangular windowing function is used; although in theory, any window-

ing function could be applied. The log-energy is computed for each of the filter bands

and using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), cepstral coefficients are obtained as the

speech features from these filter band log energies:

/11-1 [( +1)]7rn m -
c(n) = L S(m)cos M 2 ,

m.=O

(4.7)

where c(n) is the n'th cepstral coefficient, M the number of filter bands and S(m) is the

log-energy output of the m'th filter band which is given by:

S(m) = In[~ IX(k) I'lfm(k)] (4.8)

N is the size of the DFT used, X is the DFT of the input signal and Hm is the windowing

function for filter band m [18]. Figure 4.11 illustrates the filter-bank spectral analysis

conceptually (after Arslan and Hansen). Two versions of the filter-bank spectral analysis

method were utilised in this thesis.

The first method used a filter-bank with filter centre frequencies spaced according to

the Mel frequency scale, whilst the second method used filter centre frequencies spaced

according to the scheme proposed by Arslan and Hansen [4]. The features produced by

the first method are commonly known as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs).

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients are computed using filter bands with centre frequen-

cies spaced equally in the Mel frequency domain. The Mel frequency scale is perceptually
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Iog[XJ

/

Figure 4.11: Conceptual representation of filter-bank spectral analysis (after Arslon

and Hansen).

motivated and the conversion between linear frequency and Mel frequency IS given by

[18,9]:

fmel(J) = 1125ln [1+ 7~O], (4.9)

where fmel represents the Mel-scale frequency and f represents the linear-scale frequency

in Hertz. MFCCs find widespread application in modern speech recognition systems.

Filter-bank configuration of Arslan and Hansen

Arslan and Hansen deemed MFCCs to be unsuitable for accent- and language identifica-

tion experiments [4]. Arslan and Hansen did not question the filter bank spectral analysis

approach, but rather the placement of the filter band centre frequencies.

The typical filter-bank spectral analysis approach utilises filter band centre frequencies

spaced evenly over the analysis frequency range. Arslan and Hansen proposed a filter-

bank configuration consisting of sixteen overlapping filter bands, with a filter band centre

frequency spacing which emphasises frequencies in the range 1.5-2.0kHz.

The authors derived this frequency scale based on a number of experiments to deter-

mine the discriminatory capabilities of different resonant frequencies. Table 4.1 lists the

centre frequencies used in the filter-bank configuration of Arslan and Hansen.
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Table 4.1: Centre frequencies (Hz) for filter-bank configuration of Arslan and Hansen.

1 250 9 1813

2 469 10 1906

3 688 11 2063

4 906 12 2250

5 1125 13 2438

6 1344 14 2625

7 1563 15 2906

8 1719 16 3500

4.2.2 Formant frequencies- and bandwidths

Formant frequencies are the centre frequencies of resonances in the speech spectrum, with

these resonances indicating regions of emphasis in the speech. The resonances are the

result of acoustical cavities formed in the vocal tract and dictate the speech frequency

spectrum envelope [9J. The formant bandwidths are the -3dB peak widths of these reso-

nances. Another interpretation of the formant frequencies is [20J:

"... they represent the frequencies that pass the most acoustic energy from

the source to the output."

Using an LP (Linear Prediction) filter representation of the input speech, one is able to

obtain a smoothed spectrum envelope from which it is easier to locate the formants by

using peak picking. A more accurate method of obtaining the formant frequencies involves

solving the LP filter polynomial roots [5].

The LP filter polynomial is given by [5]:

n n

(4.10)
i=l i=1

where z, represents the i'th complex conjugate pole pair. The roots of the LP filter

polynomial take the form [5J:

with ri the radius for the i'th root-pair, fi the formant frequency for the ith root-pair

and T the sampling interval. The formant frequency fi and bandwidth b, are related to

the i'th polynomial root by [5]

i,= (lj27fT)Im(ln z;), (4.12)
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and

1
b, = (l/7rT)Re(-).

In Zi
(4.13)

Often only the first three formants are used in speech recognition applications [9]. It is

possible to use knowledge of typical formant frequency- and bandwidth ranges to constrain

the frequency- and bandwidth ranges on a per-formant basis. The paper by Fung and

Kat presents an accent identification system utilising formant frequencies [21].

4.2.3 Combining MFCCs and formant frequencies

The combination of MFCCs, formant frequencies and formant bandwidths to form a

new feature set was also investigated (section 6.2). The new feature set was formed by

appending one feature set to the other on a per-vector basis. Experimental investigation

showed that MFCCs of dimension nine yielded satisfactory classification results. LP filter

analysis of order eight was used to obtain the formant frequencies- and bandwidths.

4.2.4 Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features

Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) extends the Linear Prediction (LP) speech analysis

technique in order to obtain a speech parameterisation which is more consistent with

human hearing [15J.

LP analysis results in a speech spectrum approximation with constant spectral resolution

at all frequencies. Empirical studies have shown this approximation to be inconsistent

with human speech perception. PLP extends LP speech analysis to take into account the

following characteristics of human speech perception:

• The spectral resolution of human speech perception decreases with frequency after

800 Hz.

• The human ear is especially sensitive to frequencies around 3,5 KHz.

• Frequencies with higher power tend to mask other frequencies in the same critical

band (a frequency range in psychophysics experiments).

The non-linear spectral resolution of human speech perception is characterised by the

Bark frequency scale. The Bark frequency scale is given by [15J:

Jbark = 6ln(1/12007r + J(J /12007r)2 + I, (4.14)

where Jbark is the frequency in Bark, and J is the frequency in Hz. The audible spectrum

is covered by the range 0-24 Bark, with one Bark covering one critical band.
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The spectral modifications of the PLP procedure consist of the following:

• Windowing the time-domain speech signal with a Hamming window.

• Computing the short-term power spectrum from the FFT of the windowed time-

domain speech signal.

• Converting the linear frequency (Hz) scale of the short- term power spectrum to

Bark frequency scale, using the frequency conversion of Equation 4.14.

• Convolving the short-term power spectrum (Bark frequency scale) with 'critical-

band filters'. The smoothed short-term power spectrum obtained in this manner

has a spectral resolution which is constant on the Bark scale and therefore more

consistent with human speech perception.

• Down-sampling of the smoothed short-term power spectrum by sampling approxi-

mately everyone Bark over the range 0-17 Bark.

• Applying equal-loudness preemphasis to model the frequency sensitivity of human

hearing. The equal-loudness preemphasis transform is given by:

E _ (P + 56,8 x 106)r
(1) - (j2 + 6,3 X 106)2(j2 + 0,38 X 109)(16 + 9,58 x 1026)'

(4.15)

where f is the frequency in Hz and E(1) is the gain as a function of frequency.

• Application of the intensity-loudness power law (or 'cube-root amplitude compres-

sion in [15]). The intensity-loudness power law describes the non-linear relationship

between the intensity of a sound and its perceived loudness. The intensity-loudness

power law is given by:

L(1) = \fi[f), (4.16)

with L(1) the perceived loudness at a given frequency f in Hz and 1(1) the intensity

at the same frequency.

Standard LP analysis is then performed as follows:

• The im erse FFT (IFFT) of the modified short-term power spectrum is computed

to obtain an autocorrelation sequence.

• The PLP parameters (modified LP parameters) are obtained from the autocorrela-

tion sequence by solving the normal LP equations.

• The PLP parameters may then be converted to PLP cepstral coefficients if required.
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4.3 Feature normalisation

Feature normalisation transforms the speech features in a number of ways which are

designed to enhance characteristics beneficial to subsequent pattern modelling and to

suppress the rest.

Feature normalisation is to features what preprocessing is to speech. It is not always

that clear where feature normalisation ends and where pattern modelling begins. Next

we present a number of feature normalisation techniques which were utilised in this thesis.

4.3.1 Feature scaling

Feature scaling (FS) is utilised to prevent numerical problems with feature vectors. It

involves multiplying the feature vector elements with a scaling factor, using a separate

scaling factor for each dimension (column) of the feature matrix. This operation may be

represented in terms of matrix multiplication:

x c xs, (4.17)

X is the transformed feature matrix, X is the original feature matrix and S is the diagonal

scaling matrix containing the scaling coefficients on its main diagonal.

4.3.2 Feature Mean Subtraction

Feature Mean Subtraction (F.MS) is used to enhance the speech recognition system's

robustness against different microphone or channel transfer functions [18]. FMS consists

of subtracting from each feature vector dimension the mean value for that feature vector

dimension, as computed over a number of consecutive feature vectors:

(4.18)

with X; the normalised i'th column of the feature matrix, Xi the original column vector

and Xi the mean of this column vector.

Microphone transfer function robustness is of great importance when one deals with tele-

phone speech; since unless every caller uses the same handset, one would be faced with

a different microphone transfer function for every different handset used in the speech

corpus collection and effectively a different channel for each call.

4.3.3 Velocity and acceleration coefficients

Standard speech feature representations such as rvIFCCs do not contain any information

regarding the dynarnic behaviour of the data being modelled. The change of feature co-
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efficients over time can be presented with velocity or delta(6.) coefficients. 6. coefficients
are computed per feature vector dimension.

The velocity coefficients for the i'th feature matrix column are given by:

2::; j::; /\"-2, (4.19)

with Xi(j) the j'th element of feature matrix column i, 6.Xi(j) the corresponding delta
coefficient and K the number of rows in the feature matrix (elements in feature matrix

columns). The first two elements as well as the last two elements of the feature matrix

column under consideration are computed as such:

(4.20)

The acceleration or deltadelta( 6.6.) coefficients are obtained by applying Equation 4.19

to the velocity coefficients. The 6. coefficients presented here differ somewhat in terms

of their computation from those presented in [18], but both versions of the 6. coefficients
attempt to augment the static features with features describing the dynamic behaviour

of the speech.

4.3.4 Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) [10, 22]

The Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT), also known as Principal Component Analysis

(PCA), is a data analysis technique often employed in pattern recognition. In speech

recognition applications, the KLT is used as a feature normalisation tool.

Feature normalisation through the KLT is used to decorrelate feature matrix dirriensions

and to discard those dimensions which provide redundant information regarding the fea-

ture space in question. This feature dimension reduction is attained with a minimal loss

in representation accuracy. The KLT may be seen as a method for lossy feature matrix

compression.

The decorrelation of feature matrix dimensions benefit some speech models which, by

their very nature, rely on the feature space dimensions being uncorrelated. Reduction

of ieature matrix dimension lessens the computational burden and reduces information

entropy. The KLT is especially useful if a number of cascaded feature normalisation pro-

cedures are carried out which result in an increase in feature matrix dimensionality.

The KLT is based upon the "principal axis theorem" of linear algebra [24]. The goal
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of the KLT is to find an orthogonal transformation matrix P which results in the trans-

formation of a feature matrix from a feature space where the feature matrix dimensions are

correlated, to another feature space where the feature matrix dimensions are uncorrelated:

(4.21)

with Y the feature matrix following application of the KLT, pT the transposed transfor-

mation matrix and X the feature matrix prior to application of the KLT. See Figure 4.12

for a conceptual representation of this transformation. The covariance matrix D of Y is

related to the covariance matrix :E of X as follows:

D = pTI;P. (4.22)

D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of:E in descending order on its main diagonal,

with P containing the orthonormal eigenvectors of :E. These eigenvectors are shown as

x , and X2 in the conceptual representation of Figure 4.12. The orthonormal eigenvectors

form the basis vectors of a new feature space in which the feature space dimensions are

uncorrelated. The basis vectors of the corresponding feature space is shown in Figure 4.12

as YI and Y2'

The eigenvalues contained in D indicate the relative contribution of each feature vec-

tor dimension in the transformed feature space of Y. Eigenvalues in D which are small

relative to the sum of the eigenvalues in D, indicate feature vector dimensions in Y which

do not contribute much to the description of the data contained in Y and which may

therefore be discarded from Y.

For practical speech recognition systems, one would typically specify the number of fea-

ture vector dimensions to retain following application of the KLT. One could also specify a

percentage to indicate how much significant information of Y should be retained following

the discarding of insignificant feature vector dimensions:

o/c - L~l Cl'k
Oret - trace(D) (4.23)

where %ret is the percentage of the original information content to retain, the Ctk are the

R retained eigenvalues of D and trace(D) is the swn of the diagonal elements of D. R is

less than or equal to the nwnber of diagonal elements in D.

4.3.5 Feature Frame Expansion (FFE)

Feature Frame Expansion (FFE) normalisation is used to expand feature space dimension-

ality artificially. The basic normalisation process consists of framing the feature matrix
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Figure 4.12: Conceptual representation oj the KLT.

along its rows (feature vectors) and appending a pre-specified number (,frame length') of

the framed feature vectors column-wise to the original set of feature vectors. This creates

new feature vectors with a higher number of COhUID1S and hence higher dimensionality.

The frame skip is specified in terms of the number of feature vectors (rows) in the original

feature matrix to advance between successive framing operations.

Figure 4.13 shows the first four rows of a three-dimensional artificial feature matrix.

The numerical values shown were chosen to aid in the discussion. Suppose this feature

matrix is to be normalised using FFE normalisation, with a frame length of three fea-

ture vectors and a frame skip of one feature vector. Given the number of feature vectors

shown in Figure 4.13 and the parameters of the FFE norrnaliser, this operation should

yield two new feature vectors of dimensionality nine. The frames from which the new

feature vectors are to be created, are labelled 'Frame L' and 'Frame 2' in Figure 4.13. The

elements of the new nine-dimensional feature vectors are also shown in Figure 4.13. The

new feature vectors are labelled 'Feature vector I' and 'Feature Vector 2' in Figure 4.13.

4.3.6 Feature Cross-term Expansion (FCE)

The FCE normaliser was inspired by the Volterra expansion and the application thereof

to nonlinear filters [37]. The FCE normaliser appends to an input feature vector its cross-

term expansion up to a predetermined polynomial power. For example the second-order

FeE of a two-dimensional feature vector with elements x and y is given by:

[x y] => [xy x2 y2]. (4.24)
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Figure 4.13: Conceptual illustration of Feature Frame Expansion (FFE).

This results in an expanded feature space. KLT normalisation may be used after the FeE

normalisation to reduce the dimension of the expanded feature space whilst retaining the

most significant feature space dimensions.

4.4 Vector Quantisation (VQ)

Vector Quantisation (VQ) partitions the feature space automatically into a predefined

number of clusters, where each cluster is represented by the cluster mean vector or code--

book vector. The key component of VQ is a distortion measurement which measures the

quantisation error which results from approximating a feature vector x by a codebook

vector y.

The distortion (quantisation error) as a result of approximating a feature vector x by

a codebook vector y is given by [26]:

N

d(x,y) = (x - y)T(X - y) = I)Xk - yk)2,
k=]

(4.25)

where d(x, y) is the distortion for a feature vector x relative to the codebook vector

y and N is the dimension of the feature vectors. The feature vector element for dimen-

sion k is denoted by Xk and the codebook vector element for dimension k is denoted by Yk.

The VQ for this thesis was performed using non-uniform binary-split to obtain the initial

codebook centroids followed by refinement using the K-means algorithm. Non-uniform

binary-split VQ begins by selecting at random two feature vectors from the set of feature

vectors \\ hich are to be clustered. The two feature vectors selected in this manner are

chosen to be the first two codebook vectors. The cluster having the greatest total distor-

tion will be split again. This process is repeated until the required number of codebook
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vectors has been produced.

58

The total distortion for a cluster is simply the sum of the distortions for all feature

vectors assigned to the given cluster:

L

dtot = Ld(Xl,Y),
l=1

(4.26)

where dt.ot is the total distortion for the cluster, L is the number of feature vectors assigned

to the cluster, y is the codebook vector for the given cluster and d(Xl' y) is the distortion

for feature vector x; relative to the codebook vector y.

K-means clustering is used to refine the initial clustering obtained from the non-uniform

binary-split. It is an iterative clustering technique which computes the Euclidean distance

for each of the feature vectors relative to the codebook vectors. Each feature vector is

then mapped to the cluster whose centroid is nearest in the Euclidean sense. After the

feature vector remapping is complete, the cluster centroids are recomputed. This process

is repeated until the overall distortion drops below a pre-defined threshold [20].

Figure 4.14 shows a generated two-dimensional feature space, which is to be Vector Quan-

tised into a codebook consisting of three codebook vectors (cluster centroids), after the

application of uniform binary-split. Figure 4.15 shows the final clustering obtained. In
both Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, the codebook centroids are indicated by solid markers.
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Figure 4.14: Initial clustering of an artificial feature space using binary split Vector
Quantisation (VQ).
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Figure 4.15: Final clustering for the artificial feature space of Figure 4.14, following

application of the K-means algorithm.

4.5 Speech modelling

In this section a brief review of the statistic pattern modelling techniques employed in

this thesis will be presented. These include:

• Gaussian Probability Density Functions (PDFs, subsection 4.5.1).

• Gaussian Mixture Probability Density Functions (GMMs, subsection 4.5.2).

• Hidden Markov Models (HlvlMs, subsection 4.5.3).

4.5.1 Gaussian PDFs

Gaussian PDFs are perhaps the simplest and best known probabilistic models used for

speech modelling. The Gaussian PDF for N random variables is given by the following

equation [32]:

IC-11
1
/
2 {[x - xjYC-I [x - x] }

r r X X = ex-[x ; .. ,r\N( 1,"" N) (27f)N/2 p 2 ' (4.27)

with C the covariance matrix of the PDF and x the mean (centroid) vector of the PDF.

For the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to an N-variate Gaussian PDF by the com-

pact notation A (x, C), where x is the mean vector of the N-variate Gaussian PDF and

C its covariance matrix.

The correlation coefficient (p) of any two random variables forming part of all N-variate
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Gaussian PDF is related to their covariance Gij as follows [32]:

C"Jp=---,
(Ji(J J

(4.28)

with a, and (Jj the standard deviation of the respective random variables. If the two
random variables are uncorrelated, then their corresponding covariance Cj will be zero.

If an N-variate Gaussian PDF is used to model a feature space whose dimensions are
assumed to be uncorrelated, then the covariance matrix of this PDF will be diagonal.
For such a PDF, Gij will be zero for iiI This type of Gaussian PDF is referred to as a
diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF or simply diagonal Gaussian PDF.

4.5.2 Gaussian Mixture PDFs (GMMs)

Gaussian Mixture PDFs or Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are capable of modelling
a complex feature space which cannot be modelled with simple Gaussian PDFs. A GMM
consists of the weighted combination of a number of Gaussian PDFs. The PDFs which
comprise the GMM are sometimes referred to as the 'component densities' of the GMM.

For observed data Y, the GMM consisting of K Gaussian PDFs is given by:

/(

GMM(y) = L WkN(yIXk, Ck),
k: = 1

(4.29)

where Wk is the weighting applied to the k'th mixture component and N(yIXk, Ck) rep-
resents the Gaussian PDF of mixture component k. The parameters of the GMM are
estimated using an iterative technique called the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algo-
rithm [9].

4.5.3 Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a stochastic state machine which extends the Markov
chain concept from basic statistics [34]. It has a number of interconnected states and the
transition from state i to state j is governed by the transition probability or weight aij'

The state machine nature of the HMM leads to the ability to model data that varies with
time, such as speech.

Each state of the H~IM has an output PDF which determines the output of the HrvIM
when it is in a given state. The output PDFs of the HMM are sometimes known as the
emitting densities of the HMM. The emitting densities of the HMM states could basically
consist of an) type of PDF.
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In this thesis the HMM emitting densities consisted of single diagonal covariance Gaus-

sian PDFs, single full covariance Gaussian PDFs and diagonal covariance GMMs. In

speech recognition applications, the HMM emitting densities typically model the spectral

characteristics of the speech. Figure 4.16 shows the conceptual representation for part of

a first-order HMl·-.'!.

The parameters of the HMM are determined from training observation sequences using a

form of the EM algorithm, the Baum- Welch algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm is used for

classifying an input vector sequence with a given HMM. The Viterbi algorithm may also

be utilised for estimation of the HMM parameters. Practical experience has shown that

the Viterbi algorithm is computationally more efficient than the Baum- Welch algorithm,

at a negligible decrease in HMM overall recognition accuracy.

ajj

J\
N(x. ,C.)

J J

Figure 4.16: Conceptual representation of a first-order HMM. Only two states of the

HMM are shown.

Initialising ergodic HMMs from GMMs

It is possible to represent a GMM with an ergodic HMl\,I equivalent. Each component

density of the source G~·1Mwill map to a unique state of the ergodic HMIvI. The transition

weights for links terminating on a given HMM state, are set equal to the weight of the

corresponding GMM component weight.

Initialising ergodic HMMs from GMMs may result in better initialisation of the H'\{l\1

acoustic modelling component. This allows subsequent parameter estimation to focus on
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fine-tuning the HMM transition weights and could lead to faster convergence of the H}.t1M

parameter estimation process.

Figure 4.17 illustrates the conversion of a GMM to an equivalent ergodic HMM. In this

figure it will be seen that an additional weight, 'lLiJ, is added to the HMM. This additional

weight has no equivalent in the source GMM. It is added in order for the HMM to have

a well-defined exit state. Since the HMM transition probabilities must sum to one, the

original weights WI and W2 need to be rescaled accordingly.

Higher-order HMMs

Higher-order HMMs simply extend first-order models by including 1110rethan one prior

state in the computation of the state transition probabilities. For instance, a second-order

HMM will have a state transition dependency on two prior states instead of the one of a

first-order HMM. A transition to state k at time t will now depend on prior states i and

j and will be denoted by the state transition probability aijk.

The modelling history of the model depends on the order of the model and the dura-

tion of the feature vector frame skip. For this thesis a second-order model would have

duration history of 20ms for a feature vector frame skip of l.Urns. Refer to [11] for a review

of higher order HMMs and their use in language identification tasks. Figure 4.18 shows a

partial second-order HMM.

As noted in [11] higher order HMMs provide implicit context modelling over the prior

N states for a model with order N. Context refers to the co-occurrence of the categories

modelled by the HMM. Sufficient context modelling for speech units like phonemes would

require a model of unrealistically high order. This is again due to the fact that the context

memory of the model is determined by the product of the frame-skip and the order of the

model.

The context-emphasised higher order models overcome this problem by making the state

transition probabilities independent of the nwnber of times a prior state occurred, i.e.

only the sequence of prior states matters. For the context-emphasised models a plus (+)
superscript is used to indicate one or more occurrence of a given state. Figure 4.19 shows

a third-order context-emphasised left-to-right HMM with single state skip.

A duration-emphasised HMM explicitly models the duration (state occupation time) for

the categories being modelled by the HMM. This type of model will probably be better

suited to the modelling of specific speech units, than modelling the general spectral and
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Figure 4.17: Ergodic HMM initialised from a GMM. Tmnsition weights for links

terminating on a given HMM state are set equal to the weight of the corresponding

GMM component weight. The corresponduiq GMM component density is utilised as

HMM emitting density. The additional weight W3 added to the HMM ensures that the

HMM has a well-defined exit state.
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temporal characteristics of SVs; especially if each SV is represented with a single HMM

and not a collection of separate word or phoneme models.

4.5.4 Common SV Model (CSVM)

The Common SV Model is similar to the Universal Background Model (UBM) utilised in

speaker verification systems [36]. The purpose of the CSVM is to improve the parameter

initialisation of the SV speech models, be they GMMs or Hlvl.Ms.

The EM-algorithm or variants thereof which are used for GNIM and HMM parameter

estimation, often has a problem with overcoming local optima during parameter estima-

tion [9]. Although the EM-algorithm guarantees that the estimate of the model parame-

ters improves as the algorithm converges, it cannot guarantee the optimality of the final

model parameter estimate. The manner in which model parameters are initialised prior

to EM-algorithm parameter estimation could influence the eventual parameter estimate

significantly.

The CSVM is a pattern recognition model (GMM, HMM or even a single Gaussian PDF),

which is trained on the speech features of all the SVs which are to be classified by the

system. The SV models start out as copies of the trained CSVM. The SV models are

then retrained using only the training features of the respective SV.

The trained CSVtvI models the corpus-wide spectral and/or temporal characteristics. This

should provide better initialisation of the SV models than a random or uniform initialisa-

tion of SV model parameters. Improved SV model initialisation will lead to better overall

classification performance.

4.6 Hierarchical VQ (HVQ)

Hierarchical VQ (HVQ) consists of a number of consecutive VQ operations, where each

successive VQ operation divides the clusters produced in the previous operation with a

potentially different number of clusters (codebook levels). Or stated differently, HVQ

consists of a number of nested VQ operations. The basic VQ operations remain the same,

i.e non-uniform binary split with an optional cluster refinement through application of

the K-means algorithm (section 4.4).

The need for hierarchical VQ arose from experiments involving the use of Gl\1l\1s as

emitting PDFs for the HMMs used in this thesis. One could use G:rvf},iswith parameters

initialised to arbitrary values, but this might lead to unsatisfactory parameter estimation
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Figure 4.18: Partial second-order HMM (after Du Preez and Weber (12j).

:··0····· a01: :.....-- ...... .......

Figure 4.19: Third order context-emphasised left to right HMM with one state skip

(after Du Preez and Weber (12j).
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of the PDFs, which will lead to poor acoustic modelling by the HMMs.

When one has a single M-component GMM whose centroids one wishes to initialise from

a codebook, standard VQ will suffice for producing the M clusters required. On the other

hand, if one has an N-state HMM with N unique M-cluster GMMs as emitting PDFs,

standard VQ cannot produce the required number of unique clusters automatically from

the spectral feature space. Hence the need for a specialised VQ process to produce the

required clustering.

This hierarchical VQ process entails the following:

• An initial clustering is performed to produce the required N-clusters corresponding

to the N HMM states. This would typically be accomplished using the VQ process

described in section 4.4.

• Each of the initial N clusters will then be re-clustered independent of each other into

M sub-clusters. These M sub-clusters of a given HMM state are used to initialise

the component PDF centroids of the GMM for that state.

• The nested VQ process may theoretically be repeated for as many levels of nesting

required by the particular speech modelling approach utilised. For typical speech

recognition configurations one should rarely need to use more than two levels of

nested VQ.

4.7 Speech classification

The purpose of any speech classification system is to classify a test speech segment pre-

sented to the system as belonging to a particular category, with the set of categories pre-

determined and each category represented by an appropriate pattern recognition model.

For this thesis, the categories to be classified were the SAE SVs.

This classification problem is described in a probabilistic manner as:

c = arg rnax P(O!mi),
t

(4.30)

i.e. finding the category i whose speech model m; maximises the probability of observing

the input test segment 0. This process is referred to as Maximum Likelihood (~IL) clas-

sification. The test segment consists of a number of concatenated feature vectors. The

duration of speech represented by a given test segment will depend on the frame skip

utilised for the feature extraction process.
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The classification strategy used in the thesis experiments was quite simple. Each block

of feature vectors (or 'test segment ') used in the classification process was scored against

each SV model in turn. The variant classification decision was made for that model which

produced the highest log-likelihood, i.e. the most likely variant.

In all of the classification experiments the category membership of each test segment

was known at all times. Therefore it was a simple matter to determine whether a test

segment was classified correctly or not.

A confusion matrix was used throughout the experiments to indicate the correct and

incorrect classifications made. The rows of the matrix represent the actual or true cate-

gories and the columns of the matrix represent the confused categories. I.e. confusion

matrix element (i,i) indicates the number of times category i's test segments were correctly

classified. An off-diagonal element (i,j) indicates the number of times the test segments of

category i were mistakenly classified as belonging to category j. By dividing the number

Table 4.2: Confusion matrix with corresponding classification accuracies and RER

values for a typical classification experiment.

Confused categories Accuracy RER

AE BE CE EE IE

AE 199 7 5 28 17 199/256 = 77,73% 22,27%

Actual BE 30 312 10 41 22 312/415 = 75,18% 24,82%

categories CE 16 7 239 18 11 239/291 = 82,13% 17,87%

EE 19 8 ° 228 23 228/278 = 82,01% 17,99%

IE 7 3 2 31 246 246/289 = 85,12% 14,88%

of correct classifications for a category by the number of test segments which occurred for

the category, one obtains the classification accuracy obtained for the given category. The

Recognition Error Rate (RER) is often used instead of the classification accuracy. The

RER is simply the classification accuracy percentage subtracted from 100%. Ta.ble 4.2

shows a hypothetical confusion matrix for a classifica.tion experiment.

Chapter summary

The basic speech recognition theoretical concepts utilised in this thesis were presented in

this chapter. The theoretical material presented in this chapter form the basis of the SV

classification systems developed in the experimental investigation chapter (chapter 6).
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A couple of signal processing- and pattern recognition techniques developed for this thesis

were presented in this chapter. The CARP preprocessor was created to remove speech

segments with constant amplitude (subsection 4.l.3). Speech segments of zero-amplitude

and duration equal to or greater than the feature extraction frame length, may cause

numerical instabilities during the feature extraction process. The CARP allowed for the

automatic removal of speech files which contained no speech at all.

Another preprocessor, the PFP, was created to enhance system robustness against non-

speech artifacts introduced during the speech recording stage. The algorithm of the PFP

was discussed using an example utterance. Two additional examples illustrating the use

of the PFP to remove non-speech artifacts were presented after the algorithm discussion

(subsection 4.l.4).

A modification of the basic VQ process, HVQ was presented in this chapter (section 4.6).

It was designed to obtain automatically the feature space partitioning required for use of

GMMs as emitting PDFs in HMMs trained from spectral features only.

In the following chapter we discuss the pattern recognition configurations which were

considered for SV classification. These configurations were based on the results of the

literature study and some of the theoretical concepts presented in this chapter.
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Recognition configurations for SAE
SV classification

Introduction

This chapter presents a number of speech recognition configurations which were considered

for SAE SV classification. The literature synopsis of chapter 2 serves as background for

this chapter, with specific reference to the literature synopsis summary in section 2.3.

The theoretical concepts utilised in this chapter were described in chapter 4.

The layout for this chapter is as follow:

• Applicable speech recognition configurations (section 5.1) .

• Speech recognition configurations selected (section 5.2).

5.1 Applicable speech recognition configurations

Based upon the literature synopsis, a number of speech recognition configurations were

considered for classification of SAE SVs.

5.1.1 Phoneme recognition followed by N-gram modelling

The first proposed speech recognition configuration is one which is similar to the LID

approach used by Zissman et al (subsection 2.2.2). As described before, this configuration

utilises a combination of phoneme recognisers and N-gram language models trained from

speech transcriptions.

69
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The following disadvantages are foreseen for this type of configuration:

• The phoneme recognisers utilised in the system front-end are inherently inaccurate.

Typical phoneme recogniser accuracies, obtained on corpora such as TIMIT [13],

are in the 50-60% range.

• The phoneme recogniser front-end introduces a hard classification decision very

early in the recognition process. Coupled with the accuracy (or lack thereof) of

the phoneme recognisers, this could result in poor classification performance for the

system in general,

• Speech transcriptions must be available for the corpus on which the phoneme recog-

nisers are to be trained. Producing the speech transcriptions is a costly and time-

consuming process, especially for the larger conversational speech corpora.

5.1.2 Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)

GMMs (subsection 4.5.2) may be utilised for the SV modelling if the SVs are to be

distinguished by their spectral characteristics alone. In this instance it is assumed that

SV temporal characteristics do not affect the classification process. The major advantage

(and possible disadvantage) associated with a GMM-based SV classification configuration

is the simplicity of the modelling technique employed. The GMMs may be trained with

or without speech transcriptions.

GMMs trained with speech transcriptions

Each component probability density function (PDF) of a SV GMM could model a phoneme,

with the allocation of training features to specific GMM components determined from pho-

netic speech transcriptions. The GMM components representing individual phonemes are

still trained on spectral speech features.

GMMs trained with spectral features only

If speech transcriptions are not to be used, the GMM component clustering could be

obtained automatically from the spectral feature space using vector quantisation (VQ).

The GMM component densities then no longer map to known speech units or categories.

The underlying unknown categories will be referred to as 'pseudo-phonemes'.

Improving GMM initial conditions via a Common SV Model (CSVM)

The El'vl (Expectation Maximisation) algorithm is used for G"t\{Mparameter estimation

[9]. Although the EM algorithm guarantees that the estimate of the model parameters
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improves as the algorithm converges, it cannot guarantee the optimality of the the final

model parameter estimate. Model initialisation prior to EM-algorithm parameter esti-

mation could influence the eventual parameter estimate and classification performance

significantly.

Typical GMM parameter initialisation entails the following:

• The GMM component PDF centroids are initialised via VQ codebook.

• Covariance matrices are initialised to sensible arbitrary values.

• The G.MM component weights are initialised to equal values (equal component

weighting initially), or if the prior distribution of the modelled categories is known,

the GMM component weights may be set accordingly.

One method which might provide better initialisation of the SV GMMs, is the use of a

CSVM (Common SV Model). This model is similar to the UBM (Universal Background

Model) used in speaker verification systems [36]. The CSVM is a model which is trained

on the features of all the SVs being modelled. Each of the SV GMMs is an exact copy

of the trained CSVM and is then retrained on the features of the specific SV. The VQ

codebook used to initialise the CSVM component density centroids is computed from the

features of all the SVs pooled together.

5.1.3 N-th order ergodic HMMs

Another possible approach for SAE SV classification involves the use of N-th order, in-

cluding first-order, ergodic (fully-connected) HMMs. These HlvlMs could be trained with

or without speech transcriptions. Ergodic HMM link structures are chosen to model the

SVs, since we have no prior knowledge regarding the temporal characteristics of the SVs.

I.e. it is not known which HMM link structure will be appropriate for modelling the SVs.

HMMs trained with speech transcriptions

If phonetic speech transcriptions are used to train the HMMs with, then each state of the

HMM will represent a phoneme. The number of states in the HMM will correspond to

the number of phoneme categories contained in the speech transcriptions.

HMMs trained with spectral features only

If the HMMs are trained from spectral features only, then the states of the H. 1?\'Is no

longer map to known speech units. Again, the unknown speech categories modelled here

will be referred to as 'pseudo-phonemes. When training the HM.Ms from spectral features
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alone, VQ codebooks are used to initialise the centroids of the HMM emitting PDFs. The

number of states (PDFs) is then simply the number of clusters used for VQ.

Standard VQ techniques will only provide a clustering of the feature space which is suit-

able for using a single PDF per HMM state as the emitting density. If one is to use

mixture PDFs (such as GMMs) for the HMM emitting densities, then a multi-layered VQ

approach is required to generate the codebooks required. Such a multi-layered VQ tech-

nique, known as Hierarchical VQ (HVQ), was implemented for this thesis and is explained

in more detail in section 4.6.

Higher order HMMs

Different order HMM configurations may be utilised for the SV modelling. HMMs of

order two and above increase the number of previous HMM states considered for each

state transition. These higher order HMMs are initialised from a trained lower order

HMM via the ORED (ORder rEDucing) algorithm [12]. The disadvantages associated

with higher order HMMs include their sensitivity to data scarcity and increased computa-

tional requirements. The computational requirements issue is addressed by the FIT (Fast

Incremental Training) algorithm, which enables efficient training of HMMs of arbitrary

order [12].

Context- and duration emphasised HMMs

Besides investigating the role of HMM order on the classification performance, one might

also consider the use of context- and duration-emphasised HMMs. Context-emphasised

HMMs represent the co-occurrence of the modelled categories. Duration-emphasised

HMMs model the duration of each category. Context- and duration emphasised HMMs

allow for higher-level linguistic constraints to be imposed on the SV models.

Different methods of HMM parameter initialisation

Different methods for initialisation of the SV HMMs could also be investigated. HMIvIs

trained on spectral features only, have their emitting density centroids initialised via VQ

and their link structure weights initialised to fixed initial values. This method provides

adequate initialisation of the spectral component of the HrvIM but not its temporal com-

ponent (the link structure). At best one could initialise the transition probabilities of the

HMM to values reflecting the prior distribution of the categories being modelled.

HMM parameters are estimated via variants of the Elvl-algorithm and the HMM parame-

ter estimation process is therefore also affected by the local optima problem. A CSVM
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HMM could be utilised to provide better initialisation of the SV HMMs. Another method

of initialising the SV HMMs is via trained SV GMM models, since it is possible to repre-

sent a GMM with a first order ergodic HM~1 equivalent (subsection 4.5.3).

5.1.4 Hierarchical HMMs (HHMMs)

Another possible approach for SAE SV classification involves the use of an HHMM (Hie-

rarchical HMM) structure. An HHMM is a multi-layered HMM where each layer of the

HMM, except for the deepest (or bottom) layer, has an HMM embedded at each of its state

nodes. The layer of the HHMM which is not contained in any of its other layers, will be

called the 'top-layer'. The layer of the HHMM which does not have any HMMs embedded

in any of its states, ie. it is a standard single-layer HMM, will be called the 'bottom-layer'.

A standard single-layer HMM can only provide implicit modelling of phonemes with each

of its states. Using a two-layer HHMM, one could have phoneme modelling HMMs

(three-state left-to-right HMMs typically) embedded at each state node of the top-layer

HMM. The top-layer HMM structure will be initialised to random values or to values

reflecting the prior distribution of each of the phoneme categories.

The key concept here is to model the interaction between the different phoneme cate-

gories. To enforce this concept, the phoneme HMMs will be trained and then have their

parameters frozen prior to embedding them in the top-layer HHMM. Training of the

HHMM would then be constrained to the estimation of the top-level HMM link structure.

As with the GMM and HMM speech recognition configurations presented earlier in this

chapter, the HHMMs could be trained either with speech transcriptions or using only spec-

tral features. The use of higher order, context- and duration-emphasised HMMs for the

top-level HMM structure of the HHMM could also be investigated. Figure 5.1 illustrates

the relationships between the applicable recognition configurations for SAE classification.

5.2 Speech recognition configurations selected

The primary thesis objective was to develop a SV SAE classification system which operates

without speech transcriptions, primarily because the speech transcription process for the

AST SAE corpus was not finalised when the thesis implementation stage commenced.

The lack of speech transcriptions could be overcome by utilising another English speech

corpus such as TIMIT [13J. TIMIT is transcribed at the phoneme level and would provide

the necessary data for the development of phoneme recognisers for English speech.
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duration modelling

Spectral features and
speech transcriptions

Phoneme recognition
followed by N-gram
language modelling

Figure 5.1: Applicable speech recognition configurations for SAE classification. Shown

are the pattern modelling configurations available, possible methods of model

initialisation (CSVM, GMM to HMM transform. etc.) and whether a pattern rnodelling

configuration is capable of using speech transcriptions. The lines in the figure connect

these related concepts.

Using a non-SAE English corpus in the development of the SAE classification system

would bias the speech recognition system in favour of the EE SV, especially if the exter-

nal speech corpus is representative of American- or British English. This is because the

EE SV is considered to be more similar to American- and especially British English than

any of the other SAE SVs. The lack of speech transcriptions for the AST SAE corpus

and the objections against utilising a non-SAE corpus for speech transcriptions, meant

that any speech recognition configuration which requires speech transcriptions was not

considered for use in this thesis.

Therefore, it was decided to concentrate on speech recognition configurations which utilise

either GMMs or ergodic HMMs trained on the spectral features of the SVs. In order to

develop a speech recognition configuration capable of classifying the SAE SVs, each of

the components which comprise a typical speech recognition configuration were investi-

gated in turn. These components range from the preemphasis stage (section 4.1) through

to the classification stage (section 4.7). Because of time constraints, HHM~-rs were not

investigated.
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Chapter summary

This chapter considered the trends which emerged from the literature synopsis and consi-

dered a number of speech recognition approaches for SAE SV classification based on these

trends. The speech recognition configurations selected for investigation utilise GMMs or

ergodic Hl'vIMs trained on spectral features only. This is in line with the thesis objectives

for developing a SV classification system which does not utilise speech transcriptions.

The following chapter presents the thesis experimental investigation.
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Experimental investigation

Introd uction

The experiments presented 111 this chapter were designed to evaluate different speech

recognition systems for classification of the SAE SVs. The experiments were designed to

investigate one stage of the SV classification system at a time. The stages investigated

were:

• Speech preprocessing.

• Speech features extraction.

• Feature normalisation.

• SV speech modelling.

A number of different configurations were utilised for the stage under investigation, while

using fixed configurations for the other stages of the system. This resulted in the creation

of a number of different SV classification systems for each experiment.

Seven different test segment durations were utilised in the experiments, see Table 6.1.

The test segments were obtained from the concatenation of successive feature frames.

The number of feature frames to concatenate was determined by the frame skip of lOms

and the required test segment duration.

Since the average duration of the utterance files conta.ined in the AST SAE corpus is

about 7,6s, test segments were allowed to contain features from utterance files of different

speakers in order to attain the required test segment durations.

Some test segments contained features from speakers with different genders and who

utilised different types of telephone. This is because the AST SAE corpus speech was not

76
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Table 6.1: Test segment durations utilised in experiments.

Length [s]

2

4

10

30

60

120

300

split according to speaker gender or telephone type, for the reasons given in section 3.2.

The classification experiments were conducted with the separate SV speech models in

a parallel bank. Test segments presented to a SV classification system were scored on

each of the SV models in turn, with the test segment assigned to the model (SV) produ-

cing the highest log-likelihood score.

For each SV model of a classification system, we therefore obtained the number of cor-

rect and incorrect classifications on a given test segment duration. From the number of

correct and incorrect classifications the Recognition Error Rate (RER) was computed for

each of the SV models of a SV classification system. For a SV classification system, an

average RER value was obtained for each test segment duration by taking the average

of the RER values attained by the system's SV models on the given test segment duration.

By taking the average of the average RER values, the so-called 'overall average RER'

was obtained for each system. The overall average RER was used to determine the effect

on the SV classification system's performance as different configurations were utilised for

a specific stage of the speech recognition system. In this manner a single figure of merit

was obtained in terms of which different SV classification systems could be compared.

Each of the SV classification systems investigated were given a unique label which re-

flects the speech recognition stage investigated and the specific configuration used by the

particular classification system.

The difference between the SV classification systems will be presented graphically, in

terms of the overall average RER figures attained bv each system. \\ here applicable,

the detailed experimental results will be presented in section 8.2, and references will be
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provided to these results after the presentation of the overall average RER comparison

graph and table.

The detailed results will be presented in both tabular and graphical format. The de-

tailed classification results will include the RER values attained by the individual SV

models of a classification system as well as the average RER values of the system. The

tables and graphs in section B.2 will indicate the lower and upper limit of the average

RER values for a 95% confidence interval. The confidence intervals for the average RER

values were computed with the assumption that the average RER values were obtained

from independent Bernoulli trials. The procedure for computing the confidence intervals

is briefly described in section B.1.

For each experiment conducted, the following will be indicated:

• Speech preprocessinq configuration.

• Speech features used.

• Feature normalisation configuration.

• Speech m.odelling used.

• Results obtained.

• Interpretation of experimental results.

The experiments are presented in the following sections, where the sections are devoted

to the specific stages of the SV classification process investigated:

• Speech preprocessing experiment (section 6.1).

• Speech features experiment (section 6.2).

• Feature normalisation experiment (section 6.3).

• Speech modelling experiments (section 6.4).

Some of the experimental strat.egies were revised or devised as new experimental results

wen' gathered. If a given configuration of a processing stage of the system was found to

improve the system overall average RER this configuration would be incorporated in sub-

sequent experiments. This incorporation was performed in as logical a manner as possible.

For instance, during the speech features extraction experiment it was determined that
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using PLP cepstral coefficients instead of the MFCCs used in the preprocessor experi-

ment, the overall average RER was reduced by 11,9%. Only the speech features extraction

configuration was changed, while the rest of the configurations were retained unchanged

from the' best' classification system of the preprocessor experiment.

6.1 Speech preprocessing experiment

The speech preprocessing experiment investigated two different speech preprocessing con-

figurations in terms of the overall average RER attained with each configuration. The

preprocessing configuration which yielded the lower overall average RER would be used

as preprocessor configuration in subsequent experiments.

In accordance with the experimental procedure described in the beginning of this chapter,

only the preprocessing stage configurations were varied in this experiment. The rest of

the system stages; namely the speech features extraction-, feature normalisation- and SV

speech modelling stages were kept to fixed configurations for the duration of the experi-

ment.

Preprocessing

Preprocessing consisted of one of the following configurations:

• A CARP with the following parameters:

- winduT = 0,2s.

- r-etduT = Os.

The CARP was followed by preemphasis and power normalisation. This preproces-

sor configuration was labelled CARP .

• A PFP prepended to the CARP configuration. The PFP had the following param-

eters:

- The second percentile was used for PI and P2.

- r-etdUT = 0,5s.

- peakmin = 0,06s.

gapmin = 0,3s.

jr-mdUT = 0,02s.

jr-movl = O,Ols.

01 = 3.
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- 02 = 0,25.

This preprocessor configuration was labelled PFP.

Features

The speech features utilised for this experiment consisted of I8-dimensional l'vIFCCs. The

MFCCs were computed using twenty-two filter bands, with the analysis frequency range

varying between 200Hz and 3.5kHz.

Normalisation

Normalisation consisted of feature scaling.

Modelling

SV modelling consisted of one eighteen-dimensional (to match the feature vector dimen-

sion) diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF per SV. The model parameters were estimated

via MLE.

Results

The classification results attained with the different preprocessor configurations are shown

in Figure 6.1. The overall average RER attained by each of the configurations is shown

in Table 6.2. The detail classification results are presented in Table B.l, Figure B.l,

Table B.2 and Figure B.2.

Interpretation

The PFP preprocessor configuration reduced the overall average RER attained with the

CARP configuration by 7,78%, from 56,44% to 52,05%. The difference between these

preprocessor configurations lies in the addition of the PFP. The improvement in overall

average RER with the addition of the PFP corresponds with the observations of Rabiner

and Juang [20] that non-speech events (and the nus-detection thereof) may detract from

the overall system classification performance. The PFP preprocessor configuration was

Table 6.2: Overall average RER (%) for the preprocessor configurations investigated.

Preprocessor configuration Overall average RER [%]

CARP 56,44

PFP 52,05
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the average RER (%J attained with two differ-ent preprocesor

configurations. The CARP configuration utilised a CARP preprocessor followed by

preetnphasis and power- norm.alisation. The PFP configuration prepended a PFP

preprocessor to the CARP configuration.

used throughout the remainder of the thesis experiments.

It will be observed from the detail classification results shown in Table B.1 Figure B.1,

Table B.2 and Figure B.2; that the overall average RER figures for the different SVs dif-

fered considerably. For both the CARP and PFP configurations, the initial best (lowest)

and worst (highest) RER figures for the SVs differ by about 50%. It is postulated that

tills is caused by speaker gender- and telephone channel type mismatches between the SVs.

As mentioned in section 3.2; we would have utilised gender- and telephone channel-specific

SV models had the speaker gender- and telephone channel type been known for all the

utterances in the SAE corpus. It is postulated that use of these gender- and telephone

channel-specific models would reduce the difference in the RER figures of the different

SVs and therefore improve the classification performance of the system.
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6.2 Speech features experiment

This experiment investigated a number of speech feature extraction configurations and

their effect on the overall average RER of the SV classification system. The feature

extraction configuration which yielded the lowest overall average RER was chosen as the

feature representation for subsequent experiments.

Preprocessing

Preprocessing consisted of the the PFP preprocessor configuration (section 6.1).

Features

The following feature extraction configurations were investigated:

• Nine-dimensional MFCCs with twenty-two filter bands and analysis frequency range

from 200Hz to 3.5kHz. This configuration was labelled MFCC9.

• Eighteen-dimensional MFCCs using the same number of filter bands and analysis

frequency range as the MFCC9 features. The resultant classification system was

in fact the PFP system of section 6.1, but we labelled this configuration and the

resultant system MFCC18 to reflect the fact that we were investigating the feature

extraction configuration in this experiment.

• Formant frequencies and bandwidths (F1, F2, F3, B1, B2, B3) computed from

eighth-order Linear Prediction (LP) filter polynomial, yielding six-dimensional fea-

ture vectors. This configuration was labelled FF.

• A feature set consisting of the combination of the MFCC9 and FF feature sets,

resulting in a feature vector dimension of fifteen. This configuration was labelled

MFCC9_FF.

• Features computed from the filter bank spectral analysis setup proposed by Arslan

and Hansen. This configuration was labelled AH. These features were of dimension

sixteen.

• Eighth-order PLP cepstral coefficients with frame energy, labelled PLP. The resul-

tant feature vector dimension was nine.

An eighth-order LP filter polynomial (eight filter poles) was utilised in the FF. ~IFCC9_FF

and PLP configurations. This corresponds partially to the guideline for LP filter analysis

given by [18]. This rule of thumb recommends the use of one pole per kHz of sampling

frequency plus two to four additional poles to cater for various effects. For this thesis,

one pole per kHz of sampling frequency (8kHz) was deemed to be sufficient.
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Normalisation

Normalisation consisted of feature scaling.

Modelling

Each SV was modelled by one diagonal covariance Gaussian. The model parameters were

estimated via MLE. The model dimension depended only on the feature vector dimension

of the feature extraction configuration used, since feature scaling normalisation does not

alter the dimension of the input feature vector.

Results

Figure 6.2 shows the classification results obtained with the different feature extraction

configurations. Table 6.3 shows the overall average RER attained with the different

configurations. Detail classification results are presented in Table B.3- Table B.8 and

Figure B.3-Figure B.8.

Table 6.3: Overall avemge SV RER (%] for the speech feature extraction configumtions

investigated. MFCC9 and MFCC18 were nine- and eighteen-dimensional MFCCs

respectively, computed from twenty-two filter bands over an analysis frequency mnge of

200Hz to 3. 5kHz. FF consisted of formant frequencies computed from an eighth-order

LP filter polynomial. MFCC9_FF consisted of the combination of the MFCC9 and FF

feature extraction configumtions. The AH configumtion utilised the filter bank spectral

analysis method of Arslan and Hansen. The PLP configumtion consisted of

eight-dimensional PLP cepsiral coefficients with frame energy as additional feature.

Feature extraction configuration Overall average RER [%]

MFCC9 51,51

MFCC18 52,05

FF 56,18

MFCC9__FF 50,64

AH 53,18

PLP 45,86

Interpretation

From Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.2 it is seen that the PLP feature extraction configuration

yielded the best classification performance. The PLP system reduced the overall average

RER of the PFP system (section 6.1) by 11,9%, from 52,05% to 45,86%. The only dif-

ference between the two systems was the use of PLPs in the PLP system instead of the
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Figure 6.2: Average RER (%] for the speech feature extraction configurations

investigated. MFCC9 and MFCC18 wer-e nine- and eighteen-dimensional MFCCs

r·espectively, computed from twenty-two filter bands over an analysis frequency range of

200Hz to 3. 5kHz. FF consisted of formant frequencies computed from an eighth-order-

LP filter polynomial. MFCC9_FF consisted of the combination of the MFCC9 and FF

feature extraction configurations. The AH configuration utilised the filter- bank spectral

analysis method of Arslan and Hansen. The PLP configuration consisted of

eight-dimensional PLP cepsiral coefficients with frame energy as additional feature.
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MFCCs used in the PFP system. The reduction in overall average RER was attained at a

feature vector dimension of nine (eight PLP cepstral coefficients and frame energy), com-

pared to the feature vector dimension of eighteen for the MFCCs used in the PFP system.

The lower feature vector dimension makes the PLP system computationally more effi-

cient than the PFP system. The lower feature vector dimension reduced the number of

model parameters. Fewer model parameters implies a reduction in the duration of the

model parameter estimation process as well as a reduction in the duration of the classifi-

cation process.

Based on the classification results, the PLP configuration was selected as feature ex-

traction configuration for subsequent experiments.

6.3 Feature normalisation experiment

This experiment investigated the use of different feature normalisation configurations.

The normaliser configuration which yielded the lowest overall average RER was to be

used in subsequent experiments.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).

Normalisation

The normaliser configurations, with their labels in brackets, were:

• No normalisation (NONE).

• Feature scaling (FS). The resultant classification system was in fact the PLP system

used in the feature extraction experiment (section 6.2). V'le assigned a new label

to this configuration (and the resultant classification system) to indicate that the

nonnaliser configuration was investigated in this experiment.

• KLT with no dimension reduction (KLT).

• /). coefficients (AJ(LT) followed by KLT with dimension retention factor of 0,95.

• /)./). coefficients (/)./)._KLT) followed by KLT with dimension retention factor of 0,95.
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• FFE with three vectors per frame, one vector spacing, followed by KLT with di-

mension retention factor of 0,95 (FFE_KLT) .

• FCE of order two, followed by KLT with dimension retention factor of 0,95

(FCE...KLT).

Modelling

Speech modelling consisted of one diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF per SV. The model

parameters were estimated via MLE. The model feature vector dimension was determined

by the output feature vector of the specific feature normalisation configuration under

consideration.

Results

Figure 6.3 shows the classification results obtained with the different feature normaliser

configurations. The overall average RER attained by each of the normaliser configurations

is shown in Table 6.4. Detail classification results are presented in Table B.9- Table B.15

and Figure B.9-Figure B.15.

Interpretation

Use of the KLT normaliser in the KLT configuration, instead of the feature scaling used

in the FS configuration (PFP system), resulted in a reduction of 6,39% in the overall

average RER; from 45,86% to 42,93%. A number of observations may be made regarding

the outcome of this experiment.

Using feature scaling (FS configuration) resulted in the same classification results as

using no normalisation (configuration NONE). This is because feature scaling does not

alter the information content of the features. It reduces the sensitivity of the features to

numerical instabilities during subsequent processing.

The classification results obtained using delta coefficients (LLI{LT and 6_6__l(LT con-

figurations) were somewhat worse than expected. Perhaps the temporal behaviour of the

features (as measured by the delta coefficients), was not distinguishable with the non-

temporal modelling applied in this and previous experiments. The 6__l(LT and 6_6__KLT

normalisers were applied to the features of individual utterances, and not the concate-

nated feature blocks of the test segments used in classification.

The results obtained with the KLT configuration indicate that the KLT succeeded in

decorrelating the feature vector dimensions to a significant degree. This decorrelation
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Figure 6.3: Average RER [%] for the feature normalisation configurations investigated.
Configuration NONE performed no feature normalisation. Configuration FS utilised
Feature Scaling only. Configuration ~_KLT used ~ (velocity) coefficients followed by
KLT. Configuration ~~_KLT used ~~ (acceleration) coefficients followed by KLT.
Configuration KLT used only the KLT as normalisation. FFKKLT utilised Feature
Frame Expansion followed by KLT. FCKKLT utilised Feature Cross-term Expansion

followed by KLT.
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Table 6.4: Overall average RER (%j for the feature normalisation configurations

investigated. Configuration NONE performed no feature normalisation. Configumtion

FS utilised Feature Scaling only. Configuration 6._KLT used 6. (velocity) coefficients

followed by KLT. Configuration 6.6._KLT used 6.6. (acceleration) coefficients followed

by KLT. Configuration KLT used only the KLT as normalisation. FFE_KLT utilised

Feature Frame Expansion followed by KLT. FCE_KLT utilised Feature Cross-term

Expansion followed by KLT.

Normaliser configuration Overall average RER [%]
NONE 45,86
FS 45,86

6._](LT 57,67
6.6._](LT 58,952

KLT 42,93
FFE_](LT 50,85
FCE_](LT 48,44

would enhance the classification results obtained with diagonal covanance Gaussians,

since these models rely on the assumption that the feature vector dimensions are uncor-

related.

The results obtained with the FFE_KLT and FCE_KLT normaliser configurations are

probably caused by using a KLT after the FFE (FFE_](LT) and FCE (FCE_](LT) nor-

malisers. The FFE and FCE normalisers introduce some correlation between the feature

vector dimensions which might be counteracted by the application of a KLT.

6.4 SV speech modelling experiments

The experiments presented in this section investigated different SV speech modelling con-

figurations. Gaussian PDFs were used in the preceding experiments because of their

simplicity, so that the SV speech modelling introduced as little complexity in the SV

classification system as possible. This presented a common speech modelling basis for the

comparison of different speech preprocessing-, feature extraction- and feature normalisa-

tion configurations.

In this section of the experimental investigation chapter, more complex speech model-

ling configurations were investigated. The experiments conducted in this section focused

on speech modelling configurations which were based on GMl'vls and ergodic HIvlMs.
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The GMM experiments consisted of the following:

• An experiment which investigated the use of GMMs to model the SVs and the
influence of GMM cluster count on the overall average RER of the configuration
(subsection 6.4.1).

• Investigating the use of a CSVM (Common SV Model) GMM, trained on the features
of all variants, as initialisation model for the SV GMMs (subsection 6.4.2).

The HMM experiments were:

• Investigating first-order HMM configurations for SV modelling (subsection 6.4.3).
These configurations utilised different methods to initialise the HMM parameters.

• Using GMMs as emitting densities in the SV HMMs (subsection 6.4.4).

• Investigating higher-order HMM configurations for SV modelling (subsection 6.4.5).
The higher-order HMM configurations differed in terms of the type of higher-order
HMM representation used as well as the initialisation used for the HMM parameters.

• Investigating a third-order HMM configuration for SV modelling (subsection 6.4.6).

• Using full covariance Gaussian PDFs as SV HMM emitting densities (subsection 6.4.7).

Throughout the HMM experiments ergodic (fully-connected) HMMs were used, since the
temporal nature of the SVs was unknown.

6.4.1 Modelling SVs with GMMs

This experiment determined whether the system overall average RER could be lowered if
GMMs were used to model the SVs instead of the single Gaussian PDFs used in previous
experiments. GMMs were investigated for modelling of the SVs, since the SV feature
space may be too complex for modelling SVs with a single Gaussian PDF. The role of the
GMM cluster count on the system overall average RER was also investigated.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).
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Normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).

Modelling

Speech modelling for this experiment consisted of a single GJ\1M per SAE SV. The GMM

component counts were varied between two and hundred-and-twenty-eight components in

steps of two. Each GMM component PDF consisted of a single diagonal covariance Gaus-

sian PDF of dimension nine (the feature vector dimension following normalisation). The

GMM component centroids were initialised via VQ codebook. A separate VQ codebook

was used for each SV. Training of the models was accomplished via five iterations of the

EM-algorithm.

Results
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Figure 6.4: Overall average RER (%) as a function of varying the component count for
diagonal covariance GMMs.
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Figure 6.5: Average RER !%) attained by seventy-component GMM- (GMM_70) and
single Gaussian PDF (KLT) SV modelling.

The seventy-component GMM yielded the lowest overall average RER. This result is dis-

cussed in the interpretation section of this experiment. The detailed classification results

using the seventy-component GMM are shown in Table B.16 and Figure B.16. The over-

all average RER figures attained by the different GMM cluster counts are not tabulated

here, since the resultant table size would be impractical. The seventy-component GMM

configuration/system was labelled GMl\L70 for future reference. Figure 6.5 compares

the average RER figures attained with seventy-component GMM- (GMM_70 system) and

single Gaussian PDF (KLT system) modelling of the SVs.

Interpretation

For the different GMM component counts considered, the lowest overall average RER

was attained using a component count of seventy. Using seventy-component GNIl'vIs to

model the SVs resulted in a RER reduction of 3,14%, from the 42,93% attained by the

SV classification system which utilised single Gaussian PDFs (KLT), to 41,58%.
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The size of the typical phoneme inventory used for English speech recognition appli-

cations is anywhere between forty to sixty phonemes. If the assumption was maintained

that so-called 'pseudo-phonemes' were modelled here, then a GMM component count of

seventy roughly corresponds with a typical phoneme inventory size.

6.4.2 Initialisation of SV GMMs using a CSVM GMM

This experiment investigated the use of a CSVM (Common SV Model) to initialise the SV

GMM models prior to training. The CSVM consisted of a GMM trained on the features

of all the SAE SVs. The CSVM component centroids were initialised via a seventy-level

VQ codebook obtained from the training features of all the SVs. The idea was to deter-

mine whether the classification results of the GMM_70 system (subsection 6.4.1) could be

improved with the use of a CSVM GMM.

It was hypothesised that use of the CSVM GMM to initialise the SV GMMs would result

in better initial conditions for the EM-algorithm when the SV GMM parameters were to

be estimated. This would lead to better classification results for the system. The CSVl'vI

GMM configuration (and resultant classification system) was labelled GMIvLCSVM for

future reference.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).

Feature normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).

Modelling

The GM1'vLCSVM configuration differed from the GM:tvL70 configuration only in terms

of the CSVM initialisation it utilised.

The CSVM GM~'l was trained on the features of all the SVs, using five iterations of

the EM-algorithm. Each of the SV G.MMs started out as exact copies of the trained

CSVM G~I/IM. The SV GMMs were then retrained using the training features of each

specific SV and five iterations of the Elvl-algorithm.
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Figure 6.6: Avemge RER /%) for 'standard' 70-component SV GMMs (GMM_70) vs.
that attained by Til-component CSVM-initialised SV GMMs (GMM_CSVM).

Figure 6.6 compares the overall average RER attained by 'standard' seventy-component
GMMs (GMM_70 configuration) and seventy-component CSVM-initialised SV GMMs
(GMM_CSVM configuration). The detail classification results obtained by the GMM_CSVM
configuration are shown in Table B.17 and Figure B.17.

Interpretation

Use of a CSVM GMM to initialise the SV GMMs (GJ'vUvLCSV11configuration) reduced
the overall average RER attained by the 'standard' GMM models (GMM_70 configuration)
by 14 77%, from 41,58% to 35,44%. This experimental result highlighted the importance
of adequate SV model initialisation prior to parameter estimation using the EM-algorithm.
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6.4.3 Investigating first-order HMM configurations for SV model-

ling

This experiment investigated the use of first-order ergodic HMMs to model the SVs. The

HMM configurations investigated differed in terms of the HMM parameter initialisation

used. If first-order HMM modelling of the SVs improved the overall average RER attained

by the Gl'vHvLCSVM system, then it would have indicated that modelling of the SVs

require the additional temporal modelling capabilities provided by HlvlMs. The Hr-,/IM
configuration (if any) responsible for the improvement in the overall average RER would

be used as basis for the investigation of higher-order HMM configurations.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).

Normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).

Modelling

The number of states used in the first-order HMMs was set equal to the number of

component densities used in the GMM experiments, in order to compare GMM and

HMM configurations with each other. All HMMs in this experiment used this number of

states (seventy). The first-order HMM configurations investigated (with their labels in

brackets) were:

• Conventional ergodic HMMs (Xl).

• HMMs initialised from CSVM HMM (XLCSVM).

• HMMs initialised from SV GMMs (XLGMM).

• HMMs initialised from a CSVM Hl'vIM; which in turn was initialised from the CSVM

Gl'vIM of the GM1LCSVM configuration (XLGl'v1M_CSVM).

The Xl configuration used conventional first-order ergodic HMMs with seventy states.

The HMMs contained a single diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF per H!vIM state; with

the PDF centroids initialised via VQ codebook. Separate codebooks were used for each

SV. The PDF variances were initialised to small initial values. The HMM link weights
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were initialised to values proportional to the number of states in the HMM. No class-
specific prior information was built into the HIvU.,1link structures.

The links emanating from the entry states of the HMMs were weighted equally. These
link weights were fixed for the lifetime of the HMl'vl, i.e. training of the HlvlMs did not
alter these weights. The link weights of the internal HMM states were initialised to equal
weights, except for the self-loop weight of each state and the weights of the links leading
to the HMM exit state.

Each self-loop weight was initialised to a larger value than the rest of the state link
weights, with this value a function of the number of HMM states. The weights of links
leading to the exit state of the HMM were fixed for the lifetime of the HMM, in order to
ensure a valid path through the HMM during the parameter estimation process.

The XLCSVM configuration utilised a CSVM HMM to initialise each of the SV HMMs.
The CSVM HMM was initialised in the same manner as the HMMs of configuration Xl ,
but a single VQ codebook was utilised to initialise the CSVM HMM PDF centroids. This
single VQ codebook was obtained from the training features of all the SVs. The SV
HMMs were initialised as copies of the trained CSVM HMM and then retrained using
only the training features of the corresponding SV.

Configuration XLGMM utilised SV HMMs which were initialised from the trained GMMs
of the GMM_70 configuration. A GMM may be represented by an ergodic HMM equiva-
lent. This was discussed in subsection 4.5.3.

Configuration XLGMM_CSVM utilised the GMM to HMM transformation employed in
configuration XLGMM to convert the GMM CSVM of configuration GMM_CSv:t'/l to an
equivalent HMM CSVM model. This CSVM HMM was then retrained on the features of
all SVs, after which the same process employed in configuration XLCSVM was used to
initialise and train the SV models.

Results

Figure 6.7 shows the average RER values attained by each of the first-order Hr\'I~,1confi-
gurations investigated. Table 6.5 shows the overall average RER for the first-order HlvlM
configurations investigated. The detail classification results for the first-order Hxf M con-
figurations inv estigated appear in Table B.I8- Table B.2I and Figure B.I8-Figure B.21.
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Figure 6.7: Average RER (%] for the first-order HMM configurations investigated.
Configuration Xl utilised conventional seventy-state ergodic HMMs with a single

diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF per HMM state. Configuration XLCSVM utilised a
CSVM HMM to initialise the SV HMMs. Configuration XLGMM initialised the SV
HMMs using the GMMs of the GMM_70 configuration and the GMM to ergodic HMM

transformation described in subsection 4.5.3. The XLGMJ..;LCSVM configuration utilised
a CSVM HMM which was initialised from the CSVM GMM of the GMM_CSVM

configuration.
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Table 6.5: Overall average RER (%j for the first-order HMM configurations

investigated. Configuration Xl utilised conventional seventy-state ergodic HMMs with a

single diagonal covariance Gaussian PDF per HMM state. Configuration XLCSVM

utilised a CSVM HMM to initialise the SV HMMs. Configuration XLGMM initialised

the SV HMMs using the GMMs of the GMM_70 configuration and the GMM to ergodic

HMM transformation described in subsection 4.5.3. The XLGMM_CSVM configuration

utilised a CSVM HMM which was initialised from the CSVM GMM of the GMNLCSVM

configuration.

HMM configuration Overall average RER [%]
Xl 27,95

XLCSVM 24,90
XLGMM 28,92

XLGM:rvLCSVM 23,95

Interpretation

From the average RER figures presented in Figure 6.7 and the overall average RER figures
presented in Table 6.5, it is seen that the XLGMlvLCSVM first-order H'MM configuration
achieved the lowest RER of the first-order HMM configurations investigated.

The first-order HMM configurations (XLCSVM and XLGM:t\LCSVM) which utilised
CSVM HMMs to initialise the SV HMMs, produced the lowest overall average RER
figures of the first-order HMM configurations investigated. This improvement could be
attributed to better initialisation of the SV HMM parameters with respect to the global
(corpus-wide) temporal and spectral characteristics.

The XLGM:t\LCSVM configuration faring better than the XLCSVM configuration was
probably the result of the XLGMIvLCSVM configuration CSVM HJvlMspectral modelling
component being initialised from the trained CSVM GMM of the GM:t\LCSVM system.

Figure 6.8 compares the average RER attained by GMM modelling (GMI'vLCSVM confi-
guration) and HMM modelling (XLGMM_CSVM configuration) of the SVs. The
XLGMM_CSVM configuration lowered the RER attained by the GMM_CSVM configu-
ration by 32,4%, from 35,44% to 23,95%.

The XLGM:t\LCSVM configuration was used as the basis for subsequent experiments
involving higher-order H.rvIMconfigurations.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the average RER /%J attained by CMM modelling
(CMM_CSVM configuration) and HMM modelling (XLCMM_CSVM configuration) of

the SVs.

6.4.4 Using GMMs as emitting densities in the SV HMMs

This experiment investigated the use of GMMs as emitting densities in the SV HMMs.

It was postulated that the single Gaussian PDFs used in the HlvfMs of the previous

experiment (subsection 6.4.3) provide inadequate modelling of the SV spectral characte-

ristics. For this reason, the use of Gl'v1Msas HMM emitting densities was considered. The

configuration thus created was labelled XLHVQ.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).
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Normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).

Modelling

The XLHVQ configuration was basically the same as the XLCSVM configuration utilised

in the first-order HMM configurations experiment (subsection 6.4.3). The only difference

between the two configurations was that the XLHVQ configuration utilised GMMs as

HMM emitting densities instead of the single Gaussian PDFs utilised in the XLCSVM

configuration.

One could not compare the XLHVQ configuration with the other first-order HMM confi-

gurations utilised in subsection 6.4.3, since they utilise different modelling configurations

and model initialisation techniques.

Each state of the CSVM HMM of the XLHVQ configuration contained a unique GMM

as state emitting density. The GMM centroids were initialised using unique VQ code-

books generated via HVQ (section 4.6). The first stage of the HVQ process generated a

seventy-cluster VQ codebook, where each cluster of this codebook mapped to a state of

the CSVM HMM.

The first-stage HVQ codebook was generated from the pooled features of all the SVs. The

second stage of the HVQ process clustered the initial seventy clusters into four clusters

each, producing seventy unique four-cluster VQ codebooks. These four-cluster codebooks

were used to initialise the GMM state emitting densities of the XLHVQ configuration

CSVM HMM. The GMM component count of four utilised in this experiment was chosen

arbitrarily.

Model parameters were estimated using five iterations of the Viterbi algorithm.

Results

The detailed classification results attained with the XLHVQ configuration are shown in

Table B.22 and Figure B.22.

Interpretation

The overall average RER attained by the XLHVQ configuration was 24,27%. This was

higher than the overall average RER (23,95%) attained by the best first-order HM"t\,1
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Figure 6.9: Average RER (%j attained by HMM configuration which utilised GMMs as

state emitting densities (XLHVQ configuration) us. that of the HMM configuration

which utilised single Gaussian PDFs as state emitting densities (XLCSVM

confiquration} .

configuration, XLGMM_CSVM, but these two configurations are too dissimilar for com-

panson.

As mentioned before, the XLCSVM- and XLHVQ configurations differ only in terms

of the type of emitting densities used in their HMMs (single Gaussian PDF vs. four-

component GMM). Therefore, by comparing the overall average RER attained by these

two configurations, it was possible to determine the effect of the HMM emitting density

typP on the configuration overall average RER. See Figure 6.9 for a comparison of the

average RER attained by the two configurations.

The XLHVQ configuration overall average RER was a 2,53% improvement on the 24,9%

overall average RER of the XLCSVM configuration. A comparison of the average RER

figures for these two configurations (Table B.19 vs Table B.22) indicates that the improve-
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ment is not statistically significant. This will be more apparent if the upper and lower

limits of the average RER figures for these configurations are taken into account.

As for all the experiments conducted, the upper and lower limits of the average RER

figures are for independent Bernoulli trials with a 95% confidence level.

6.4.5 Investigating second-order HMM configurations for SV
modelling

'Standard' higher-order HMMs (second-order and above) and duration-emphasised higher-

order HMMs model a longer state history than first-order HMMs do. Context-emphasised

higher-order HMMs model the co-occurrence of categories in addition to an increased state

history. The increased complexity of the higher order HMMs result in them being more

computationally expensive, which results in increased parameter estimation- and classifi-

cation durations.

This experiment investigated second-order (higher-order) HMM configurations for SAE

SV classification. The second-order configuration which yielded the lowest overall average

RER would be utilised as basis for a third-order HMM configuration.

Theoretically, one should be able to increase the HMM order until either the RER starts

to increase, indicating a data scarcity problem, or until the model size is too large for the

computer hardware (memory and CPU combined) to handle.

The second-order HMM configurations investigated here used the XLGMM_CSVM first-

order HMM configuration as basis.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).

Normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).
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Modelling

The second-order HMl\.1 configurations investigated were:

• X2.
For this configuration, the trained first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMM_CSVM

HMM configuration were converted to second-order HMMs. The SV HMMs were

retrained prior to classification.

• X2_CSVM.
The trained first-order CSVM HMM of configuration XLGMl\LCSVM was con-

verted to a second-order HMM and retrained on the features of all the SVs. The SV

HMMs were initialised from this trained second-order CSVM HMM and retrained

prior to classification.

• C2.
For this configuration, the trained first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMM_CSVM

HMM configuration were converted to second-order context-emphasised HMMs.

The second-order context-emphasised SV HMMs were retrained prior to classifi-

cation.

• C2_CSVM.
The trained first-order CSVM HMM of configuration XLGMM_CSVM was con-

verted to a second-order context-emphasised CSVM HMM. The second-order context-

emphasised CSVM HMM was retrained on the features of all the SVs. The SV

HMMs were initialised from the trained CSVM model and retrained prior to classi-

fication.

• D2.
The trained first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMl\LCSVM HMM configuration

were converted to second-order duration-emphasised HMMs. The second-order

duration-emphasised SV HMMs were retrained prior to classification.

• D2_CSVM.
The trained first-order CSVM HMM of configuration XLGMl\LCSVM was con-

verted to a second-order duration-emphasised CSVM HMM. The second-order duration-

emphasised CSVM HMM was retrained on the features of all the SVs. The SV

HMMs were initialised from the trained CSVM model and retrained prior to classi-

fication.

Training of all HMMs consisted of five iterations of the Viterbi algorithm.
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Figure 6.10: Average RER (%] for the second-order HMM configurations investigated.
Configuration X2 converted the trained first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMM_CSVM
configuration to second-order models. Configuration X2_CSVM converted the trained

CSVM HMM of the XLGMM_CSVM configuration to a second-order CSVM HMM from
which the SV HMMs were then initialised. The C2 configuration converted the trained

first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMM_CSVM configuration to second-order
context-emphasised HMMs. The C2_CSVM configuration converted the trained CSVM
HMM of the XLGMM_CSVM configuration to a context-emphasised second-order
CSVM HMM from which the SV HMMs were initialised. The D2 configuration

converted the trained first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMA1_CSVM configuration to
second-order duration-emphasised HMMs. The D2_CSVM configuration converted the
trained CSVM HMM of the XLGMM_CSVM configuration to a duration-emphasised

second-order CSVM HMM from which the SV HMMs were initialised.
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Table 6.6: Overall average RER (%] for the second-order HMM configurations

investigated. Configuration X2 converted the trained first-order SV HMMs from the

XLGMM_CSVM configuration to second-order models. Configuration X2_CSVM

converted the trained CSVM HMM of the XLGMM_CSVM configuration to a

second-order CSVM HMM from which the SV HMMs were then initialised. The C2
configuration converted the trained first-order SV HMMs from the XLGMM_CSVM

configuration to second-order context-emphasised HMMs. The C2_CSVM configuration

converted the trained CSVM HMM of the XLGMM_CSVM configuration to a

context-emphasised second-order CSVM HMM from which the SV HMMs were

initialised. The D2 configuration converted the trained first-order SV HMMs from the

XLGMM_CSVM configuration to second-order duration-emphasised HMMs. The

D2_CSVM configuration converted the trained CSVM HMM of the XLGMM_CSVM

configuration to a duration-emphasised second-order CSVM HMM from which the SV

HMMs were initialised.

HMM configuration Overall average RER [%]
X2 24,34

X2_CSVM 23,68
C2 23,74

C2_CSVM 22,94
D2 24,24

D2_CSVM 23,69

Results

The detail classification results for the second-order HMM configurations are found in
Table B.23-Table B.28 and Figure B.23-Figure B.28.

Interpretation

From Figure 6.10 and perhaps more clearly from Table 6.6, it is seen that the C2_CSVM
second-order HMM configuration achieved the lowest overall average RER of the second-
order HMM configurations investigated.

From the results presented in Table 6.6, it is clear that the HMM configurations which
utilised a second-order CSVIVIH~"IM(X2_CSVM, C2_CSVM and D2_CSV.M) fared better
than the configurations which converted the SV H~·1Msto second-order HMMs (X2, C2
and D2). This result again highlights the benefit of utilising a CSVM to initialise the SV
models, be it for GMM modelling or HMM modelling of the SVs.
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Figure 6.11 compares the average RER attained by first-order HMM modelling

(XLGMM_CSVM configuration) and second-order HMM modelling (C2_CSVl'vI confi-

guration) of the SVs. The C2_CSVM configuration lowered the RER attained by the

XLGMM_CSVM configuration with 4,22%, from 23,95% to 22,94%. Both the first-order
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Figure 6.11: Average RER [%) attained by first-order HMM m.odelling

(XLGMM_CSVM configuration) and second-order HMM m.odelling (C2_CSVM

configuration) of the SVs.

HMM configuration XLGMM_CSVM and the second-order configuration C2_CSVr'v1 con-

verge to the same average RER (1,33%) when the test segment duration is increased to

300s. This convergence in the average RER is attributed to possible data scarcity prob-

lems. The average RER measured around 300s is therefore not considered to be reliable.

Since the increase in HI'vIM order resulted in a lowering of the overall average RER, it

was decided to next investigate a third-order HMM configuration based on the C2_CSVM

configuration.
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6.4.6 Investigating a third-order HMM configuration for SV

modelling

This experiment investigated the effect on the overall average RER if the HMl'vI order was

increased from second-order to third-order. Since the C2_CSVl'vI configuration yielded the

best overall average RER of all the SV classification systems considered up to this point,

it would serve as basis for the third-order HMM configuration.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).

Normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).

Modelling

The idea was to convert the trained second-order context-emphasised CSVM HMM of the

C2_CSVM configuration to a third-order context-emphasised CSVM HMM. The CSVM

HMM would be retrained; the SV HMMs initialised from the trained CSVM HMM and

then retrained prior to classification.

The resultant context-emphasised third-order CSVM HMM contained 677 798 states with

a total of 1 849 387 links. Parameter estimation of this model required more comput.a-

tional resources than the simulation PC had available.

Therefore, it was decided to utilise the second-best second-order HMM configuration

(X2_CSVM) as basis for a third-order HMM configuration. The third-order HIVIMconfi-

guration was labelled X3.

Results

Figure 6.12 compares the average RER attained with second-order HMl'vI SV modelling

(X2_CSVM configuration) to that attained with third-order HMM SV modelling (X3

configuration). The detailed classification results attained with the X3 configuration are

shown in Table B.29 and Figure B.29.
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Figure 6.12: Average RER [%] attained by second-order HMM modelling (X2_CSVM

configuration) and third-order HMM modelling (X3 configuration) of the SVs.

Interpretation

The X3 configuration overall average RER of 23,49% was higher than the overall aver-
age RER (22,94%) of the best second-order HMM configuration (C2_CSVM) and it was
only a 0,84% improvement on the RER (23,68%) of the second-order HMM configuration
(X2_CSVM) wh.ich served as basis for the X3 configuration.

The low reduction (with respect to the X2_CSVM configuration) in overall average RER
attained by the X3 system indicated that the SV HMMs did not benefit from the new
information provided by the increase in HMM order.
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6.4.7 Using full covariance Gaussian PDFs as SV HMM emit-

ting densities

This experiment investigated the effect of replacing the diagonal covanance Gaussian

PDFs of the C2_CSV:~·/IHMM configuration with full covariance Gaussian PDFs. The

C2_CSVM HMM configuration was chosen as basis for this experiment, since it attained

the lowest overall average RER of all the SV classification configurations tested prior to

this experiment. The new HMM configuration was labelled C2_FC.

Diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs were utilised in all the preceding experiments, since

they have fewer parameters than full covariance Gaussian PDFs and are therefore com-

putationally more efficient than full covariance Gaussian PDFs. The use of diagonal

covariance Gaussian PDFs assumes that the feature vector dimensions are uncorrelated.

The use of the KLT normaliser configuration enforces this assumption.

This experiment tested the aforementioned assumptions. If an improvement in the overall

average RER could be attained by using full covariance Gaussian PDFs instead of diag-

onal covariance Gaussian PDFs as HMM state emitting densities, then it might be that

the assumption of uncorrelated feature vector dimensions was incorrect.

Preprocessing

PFP configuration (section 6.1).

Features

PLP configuration (section 6.2).

Normalisation

KLT configuration (section 6.3).

Modelling

The C2_FC configuration was created in exactly the same manner as the C2_CSVM con-

figuration, but it utilised full covariance Gaussian PDFs wherever the C2_CSVM configu-

ration utilised diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs. The procedure utilised to create the

C2_CSVM configuration, and therefore the C2_FC configuration, has been described in

subsection 6.4.3.
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Results

Figure 6.13 compares the results obtained by using full covariance Gaussian PDFs as

HMM emitting densities (C2_FC configuration) instead of diagonal covariance Gaussian

PDFs (C2_CSVM configuration). The detailed classification results attained by the C2_FC
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the avemge RER (%J attained by the C2_CSVM HMM
configumtion (diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs) and the C2_FC HMM configumtion

(full covariance Gaussian PDFs).

configuration are shown in Table B.30 and Figure B.30.

Interpretation

From the average RER figures presented in Figure 6.13 it is clear that the C2_FC configu-

ration improved the overall average RER attained by the C2_CSVM configuration. The

overall average RER was improved by 12,68%, from 22,94% to 20,03%. The crossover in

Figure 6.13 in the vicinity of 120s is attributed to data scarcity problems. The average

RER measured beyond 120s is therefore considered to be unreliable.
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The improvement in overall average RER, attained by replacing the diagonal covan-

ance Gaussian PDFs of the C2_CSVM configuration with full covariance Gaussian PDFs

indicates that the assumption of uncorrelated feature vector dimensions was wrong. This

implies that the motivation for using the KLT normaliser is no longer valid. In fact, it is

inappropriate to use the KLT normaliser with Gl'vIM- and HMM pattern modelling.

The assumption of un correlated feature vector dimensions is no longer valid when using

GMMs or HMMs for pattern modelling. It would have been more appropriate to use a

normaliser which is based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) instead of using the

PCA-based KLT normaliser. LDA is used to improve inter-class (category) separability

and to provide a possible reduction in feature vector dimension. Statistical pattern mo-

dels such as GMMs and HMMs benefit from the class separation provided by LDA. Refer

to [22] for more detail on LDA.

The use of full covariance Gaussian PDFs instead of diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs

does make the C2_FC configuration less computationally efficient than the C2_CSVM

configuration. That is simply because of the greater number of parameters involved when

using full covariance matrices. Therefore one expects the duration of the parameter es-

timation process as well as the classification process to increase when full covariance

Gaussian PDFs are utilised instead of diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs.

The total parameter estimation duration of the C2_CSVM configuration increased by 18%

when full covariance Gaussian PDFs were utilised as HMM emitting densities (C2_FC con-

figuration). The average classification process duration was increased by 22%.

The average classification duration was obtained by measuring the duration of the clas-

sification process for each of the test segments utilised and taking the average of these

durations. The issue of the SV classification system computational efficiency is addressed

in the following section.

6.5 Comparison of SV classification systems

Throughout the experimental investigation, we have compared the SV classification sys-

tems in terms of the overall average RER attained by each. It seems logical that for a

SV classification system one would first try to minimise the overall average RER of the

system before paying attention to other concerns.

One such concern is that of computational efficiency of the SV classification systems.
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The computational efficiency of a SV classification system will determine whether it IS

usable in real-time speech recognition applications.

If a SV classification system has a very large delay between when it receives speech

input and when it produces a classification decision, then it will not be useful in real-time

speech recognition applications. This will be true even if it is capable of very accurate

classification.

The delay between the input of speech to the SV classification system and the output of a

decision by the system will be called the 'processing delay' of the system. The processing

delay will largely be determined by the duration of the feature extraction-, model para-

meter estimation- and classification process durations.

Of the aforementioned processing stages, the model parameter estimation stage is of-

ten computationally the most demanding, since it has to process a significant duration

of training speech; and do it numerous times if an iterative training process like the EM-

algorithm is employed.

Therefore a major portion of the processing delay for a SV classification system will be the

model parameter estimation duration. If the SV classification system model parameters

are estimated offline, then the duration of the model parameter estimation process is no

longer a concern. For such an application; only the duration of extracting the features

used in classification, as well as the duration of the classification process will be of impor-

tance.

For each of the experiments conducted, the durations of the feature extraction-, parameter

estimation- and classification process were recorded. For each of the major SV classifica-

tion systems investigated, the sum of the configuration's feature extraction process- and

classification process durations will be presented.

The sum of these durations may then be compared against the total duration of the

test utterances utilised in the classification experiments, in order to determine the real-

time performance of the SV classification configurations .. Tote that the duration of the

feat ure extraction process will only be the duration of extracting the features used for

testing (classification).

In order for the processing durations to have meaning, the computer setup used to con-

duct the experiments should be described briefly. All experiments were conducted on a
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dual CPU 1,26 GHz Intel Pentium 3 Tualatin PC with 1GB RAM and Red Hat Linux

7.3 as operating system.

The durations measured for the feature extraction- and classification processes were mea-

sured as if all processing took place serially, on one of the PC's CPUs. I.e. all of the

SV classification processing stages utilised the PC CPUs in parallel, but the processing

durations were recorded separately for each process that was executed.

The experiments were conducted using the pattern recognition software library Patrec:II.

This library is written in C++; with numerous members of the Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) group of the Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Stellenbosch University, contribu-

ting code to it over the years.

6.5.1 Overall average RER attained by the SV classification sys-
tems

We first look at the overall average RER attained by the SV classification systems, since

this is the primary indicator of a SV classification system's performance.

Table 6.7 shows the overall average RER for the major SV classification systems as well

as the average RER attained by each system on all of the test segment durations. The SV

classification systems represented in Table 6.7 were the systems which attained the lowest

overall average RER of all the systems investigated in the experiment they formed part

of. Also shown in Table 6.7 are the lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval

for each of the average RER values computed. The confidence intervals were computed

based on the assumption that each average RER value was obtained from independent

Bernoulli trials.

The initial best overall average RER of 52,05%, attained by the PFP system, was sys-

tematically decreased as the experiments progressed and the SV classification system was

refined. Eventually, an overall average RER of 20,03% was attained by the C2...FC sys-

tem. This constitutes a 61,52% decrease in the overall average RER attained by the PFP

system.

The systematic decrease in the overall average RER is better illustrated by Figure 6.14.

This figure shows the average RER for each of the major SV classification systems, as

attained on each of the test segment durations. Also shown in this figure are error bars

which indicate the 95% confidence interval for each of the average RER values.

As indicated by Table 6.7 and Figure 6.14, the C2_FC system attained the lowest overall
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Table 6.7: Overall average RER f%J JOT the major SV classification systems
investigated as well as the average RER attained on each test segment duration. Also

shown are the 95% confidence internals (in square brackets) JOT the average RER values,
assuming independent Bernoulli trials.

System Average RER [%]

and vs.

overall test segment

average duration [s]

RER[%] 2s 4s lOs 30s 60s 120s 300s

PFP [68,81] [66,82] [63,51] [56,57] [53,82] [43,13] [29,46]

52,05% 68,31% 66,1% 62,34% 54,48% 50,85% 38,95% 23,33%

[67,8] [65,37] [61,16] [52,38] [47,88] [34,92] [18,16]

PLP [65,62] [63,17] [59,46] [51,48] [42,92] [35,89] [19,3]

45,86% 65,11% 62,43% 58,27% 49,38% 39,97% 31,84% 14,0%

[64,59] [61,69] [57,06] [47,28] [37,1] [28,05] [9,98]

KLT [64,67] [62,1] [56,88] [48,41] [38,28] [30,19] [16,29]

42,93% 64,16% 61,35% 55,67% 46,3% 35,39% 26,32% 11,33%

[63,63] [60,6] [54,47] [44,22] [32,6] [22,78] [7,74]

GMM_70 [61,52] [59,55] [54,27] [44,73] [36,55] [31,83] [19,3]

41,58% 60,99% 58,8% 53,06% 42,64% 33,68% 27,89% 14,0%

[60,46] [58,04] [51,85] [40,58] [30,93] [24,28] [9,98]

Gl\1JvLCSVM [58,24] [55,46] [48,74] [35,9] [28,51] [21,91] [14,76]

35,44% 57,7% 54,7% 47,53% 33,88% 25,82% 18,42% 10,0%

[57,17] [53,93] [46,32] [31,92] [23,3] [15,38] [6,65]

XLGMl\tLCSVM [52,7] [47,5] [37,97] [20,67] [11,46] [3,7] [3,95]

23,95% 52,16% 46,73% 36,79% 18,97% 9,57% 2,11% 1,33%

[51,61] [45,96] [35,63] [17,37] [7,96] [1,19] [0,44]

C2_CSVM [51,65] [45,97] [36,21] [19,45] [10,62] [2,68] [3,95]

22,94% 51,11% 45,21% 35,05% 17,79% 8,78% 1,32% 1,33%

[50,57] [44,44] [33,9] [16,24] [7,24] [0,64] [0,44]
I--

C2__FC [47,96] [41,83] [30,3] [15,38] [7,03] [3,36] [3,95]

20,03% 47,42% 41,08% 29,19% 13,87% 5,5% 1,84% 1,33%

[46,88] [40,32] [28,1] [12,48] [4,3] [1,0] [0,44]
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Figure 6.14: Average RER [%) [or the major SV classification systems investigated.
Also shown are the 95% confidence intervals (indicated by the error bars) for the average

RER values, assuming independent Bernoulli trials.

average RER of the SV classification systems investigated. Its overall average RER of

20,3% may appear relatively high, but it should be remembered that this overall average

RER was computed over all the test segment durations utilised. These segments varied

in length from as little as 2s to 300s (Table 6.1).

From Table 6.7 and Figure 6.14 one sees that the XLGM"t\LCSVM, C2_CSVM and C2__FC
average RER figures drop below 10% for test segments longer than 60s. This indicates

that further research is required to enhance the SV classification system performance for

test segments shorter than 60s.

It is postulated that the system performance on the shorter test segments will be im-

proved not by utilising more complicated SV modelling techniques, but by improving

the speech preprocessing-, feature extraction- and feature normalisation configurations

utilised in the thesis. That is because the shorter test segments do not necessarily utilise
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the temporal modelling capabilities of the SV classification systems XLGMl\LCSVM,
C2_CSVM and C2_FC.

From Figure 6.14 one sees that none of the classification systems achieve satisfactory
performance on the test segments shorter than 60s. One also sees that C2_FC is the best
system for classification tasks using 60s test segments. For test segments longer than 60s,
it might be better to use the XLGMl\LCSVM system since it has similar classification
performance to the C2_FC system for the longer test segments, while having a much
higher computational efficiency (subsection 6.5.2).

Table 6.8-Table 6.11 show a couple of confusion matrices for two different SV classifi-
cation configurations, obtained on two different test segment durations. It appears as if
four confusion matrices are not enough to unambiguously determine which SVs confuse
with each other.

Table 6.8: Confusion matrix for XLGMM_CSVM configuration on 30s test segments.

AE BE CE EE IE Total RER[%J
AE 206 10 7 20 13 206/256 19,53 [15,78 : 23,92J
BE 24 352 9 12 18 352/415 15,18 [12,51 : 18,3J
CE 28 8 228 16 11 228/291 21,65 [17,95 : 25,87J
EE 23 9 3 205 38 205/278 26,26 [22,16 : 30,81J
IE 6 8 3 24 248 248/289 14,19 [11,14 : 17,9J

Table 6.9: Confusion matrix for XLGMM_CSVM configuration on 120s test segments.

AE BE CE EE IE Total RER[%J
AE 63 0 0 1 0 63/64 1,56 [0,35 : 6,71J
BE 0 102 0 1 0 102/lO3 0,97 [0,22 : 4,24J
CE 1 0 71 0 0 71/72 1,39 [0,31 : 5,99J
EE 0 0 0 64 5 64/69 7,25 [3,57: 14,15J
IE 0 0 0 0 72 72/72 0,0 [0,0 : 3,62J
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Table 6.10: Confusion matrix [or C2_FC configumtion on 30s test segments.

AE BE CE EE IE Total RER[%]

AE 215 6 10 15 10 215/256 16,02 [12,6 : 20,14]

BE 11 365 11 17 11 365/415 12,05 [9,66 : 14,93]

CE 13 5 256 7 10 256/291 12,03 [9,24 : 15,52]

EE 24 10 4 215 25 215/278 22,66 [18,81 : 27,04]

IE 5 5 4 9 266 266/289 7,96 [5,71 : 10,98]

Table 6.11: Confusion matrix [or C2_FC configumtion on 120s test segments.

AE BE CE EE IE Total RER[%]

AE 64 0 0 0 0 64/64 0,0 [0,0 : 4,06]

BE 0 100 1 2 0 100/103 2,91 [1,17 : 7,07]

CE 0 0 72 0 0 72/72 0,0 [0,0 : 3,62]

EE 0 1 1 65 2 65/69 5,8 [2,63: 12,3]

IE 0 0 0 0 72 72/72 0,0 [0,0 : 3,62]

6.5.2 Computational efficiency of the SV classification systems

Next we compare the SV classification systems in terms of their computational efficiency,

which is measured by the SV classification system processing delay. As discussed in the

beginning of this section, the processing delay will be measured in terms of the average

classification process duration and the duration of the feature extraction process (for the

classification features).

The average classification process duration is obtained by measuring the duration of the

classification process for each of the test segment lengths utilised, and then taking the

average of these measured durations. Table 6.12 shows the duration of extracting the test

features, the average classification duration and the sum of these durations (,Processing

delay') for the major SV classification systems investigated in the thesis. The 'Process-

ing delay' listed in Table 6.12 will be compared against the total duration of the test

utterances used in the classification experiments. The duration of the test utterances was

twelve hours, forty-seven minutes and twenty-two seconds (Table A.2).

All the SV classification configurations listed in Table 6.12, except for the PFP system,

utilised the nine-dimensional (eight-dimensional PLP plus frame energy) feature represen-

tation of the PLP system. Feature extraction from the test utterances took five minutes
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Table 6.12: Processing delay for the major SV classification systems investigated.

System Test features Average classification Processing
extraction duration duration delay

PFP 13m 56s 12s 14m 8s
PLP 5m 46s 9s 5m 55s
KLT 5m 46s 33s 6m 19s

GM:rvL70 5m 46s 14m 37s 20m 23s
GMrvLCSVM 5m 46s 14m 36s 20m 22s

XLGMM_CSVM 5m 46s 22m 29s 28m 15s
C2_CSVM 5m 46s 20h 28m 50s 20h 34m 36s

C2_C 5m 46s 25h 9m 19s 25h 15m 5s

and forty-six seconds for the PLP system. For the MFCC18/PFP system, which utilised
eighteen-dimensional MFCCs, extracting the test utterance features took thirteen minutes
and fifty-six seconds.

With this in mind, one may see from Table 6.12 that all the major SV classification sys-
tems, except for the second-order HMM SV classification systems C2_CSVM and C2__FC,
are computationally efficient. Only the C2_CSVM and C2__FCclassification systems have
processing delays which exceed the duration of the test utterances.

In order to illustrate the trade-off between classification accuracy (overall average RER)
and computational efficiency, let us compare the XLGMl\LCSVM and C2__FCsystems.
The C2__FCsystem processing delay is 1,97 times the duration of the speech utilised for
testing. On the other hand, the XLGMM_CSVM system processing delay is 0,0355 times
the duration of the speech utilised for classification. For the C2__FCsystem, the test
features extraction process duration comprises a mere 0,34% of this system's processing
delay. For the XLGMl\tLCSVM system, the duration of extracting the test features com-
prises 18,65% of this system's processing delay.

The C2__FCsystem has an overall average RER of 20,03% which is 16,37% lower than that
of the XLGMM_CSVM system overall average RER of 23,95%. This 16,37% decrease in
overall average RER comes at a 5459,9% increase in procesing delay. This result highlights
the importance of the accuracy (overall average RER) vs. processing delay trade-off. The
SV classification system chosen for a particular speech recognition application will be
determined by the accuracy requirements as well as the processing delay requirements of
the application.
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From the previous discussion, it is seen that the C2YC system is not yet suitable for

deployment in speech recognition applications which require real-time speech processing

performance. The simplest (but expensive) solution for reducing the processing delay

of the C2YC system would be to utilise a PC with a higher CPU clock-speed. Ideally

one would like to investigate the optimisation of the algorithms (and software in general)

utilised in the SV classification speech processing. This issue is probably constantly being

investigated by speech recognition practitioners all over the world.

A large reduction in the processing delay of the SV classification system would be ob-

tained if much of the speech processing could be parallelised. The degree to which this

is possible will largely depend on the nature of the algorithms employed in the speech

recognition software.

Many of the algorithms utilised in current speech recognition applications might be diffi-

cult to parallelise. Also, parallelisation of the speech processing algorithms and software

will only be useful on multi-CPU computer systems.

Chapter summary

In this chapter we presented the experimental investigation for the thesis. The purpose

of these experiments were to develop a SV classification system with as Iowan overall

average RER as possible.

This was accomplished by investigating the different processing stages of the SV clas-

sification system in turn. For each of these stages, we utilised a number of different

configurations and determined which of these configurations produced the lowest overall

average RER For each of the experiments, we described the experimentaJ setup used,

provided the experimental results and interpreted the experimental results.

The best-performing configuration of each stage was incorporated in subsequent experi-

ments. In this manner we managed to reduce the initial best overall average RER of

52,05% to 20,03%. We also compared the major SV classification systems developed in

this thesis in terms of their overall average RER as well as their computational efficiency.

The following chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the key experimental re-

sults, a number of suggestions for improving the SV classification system and a summary

of the thesis achievements.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and recommendations

Introduction

In this chapter the key experimental results are presented along with a number of recom-
mendations for improving the SAE SV classification system performance. This is followed
by the thesis conclusion.

7.1 Key experimental results

• The experiments presented in chapter 6 showed that classification of the SAE SVs
is possible, using a transcription-less speech recognition approach.

• It was shown that it is possible to systematically decrease the system overall average
RER from its initial value of 52,05% to the eventual value of 20,03% (Figure 6.14).

• The classification results of section 6.1 showed that use of the PFP improves the
SV classification system robustness against non-speech events.

• The experiment of section 6.2 showed that PLP cepstra outperform MFCCs on the
SAE SV classification task (Figure 6.2).

• The benefit of using a global initialisation model (CSV1\1) for initialising the SV
model parameters prior to parameter estimation with the EM-algorithm was showed
by the experimental results of subsection 6.4.2, subsection 6.4.3 and subsection 6.4.5.

• It was shown that H~l1\1soutperform GMl\1s on the SAE SV classification task
(Figure 6.8 and Table 6.7).

• The experiment of subsection 6.4.7 showed that a reduction in overall average RER
is attained when the diagonal covariance Gaussian PDFs of the HMivlsare replaced
with full covariance Gaussian PDFs (Figure 6.13).
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• The discussion in subsection 6.5.1 and subsection 6.5.2 highlighted the trade-off

between classification accuracy and computational efficiency.

• From the comparison of the overall average RER and average RER figures for the

SV classification systems (Table 6.7 and Figure 6.14), it appears as if C2YC is the

best system for classification tasks using 60s test segments. For test segments longer

than 60s, it might be better to use the XLGMl\LCSVM system since it has similar

classification performance to the C2YC system for the longer test segments, while

having a much higher computational efficiency.

7.2 Future work

There is still much work to be done with regards to SAE SV classification and speech

recognition using South African languages in general. For the classification of SAE SVs,

the following could be investigated in future research efforts:

• Automatic parameter estimation for the PFP preprocessor.

Currently the PFP parameters are deduced from manual inspection of a number of

speech files from the target speech corpus. It would be convenient if these parameters

could be estimated automatically.

• Alternative speech feature extraction configurations.

Speech feature extraction configurations, other than those used in this thesis, could

be investigated. It might be possible to find a feature representation which provides

better parameterisation of the SV spectral characteristics than the PLP cepstra

utilised in this thesis. It was postulated in subsection 6.5.1 that better parame-

terisation of the SV spectral characteristics will result in better SV classification

performance on the test segments which are shorter than 60s in duration.

• Investigate the use of different feature extraction frame lengths.

Throughout this thesis a feature extraction frame length of 20ms was utilised, with

a frame skip of lams. Future research might investigate the use of different frame

length- and frame skip values. The trade-off between spectral- and temporal reso-

lution of the speech features and the effect on the overall SV RER could be inves-

tigated.

• Alternative feature normalisation techniques may be investigated.

A very basic selection of feature normalisation configurations were investigated in

this thesis. Future research should definitely look into the use of LDA-based nor-

malisers for use with the GMM and HMM pattern-modelling configurations (sub-

section 6.4.7). The PCA-based KLT normaliser was inadvertently used with GMM
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and HMM pattern-modelling configurations for which the assumption of uncorre-

lated feature vector dimensions is no longer valid.

• The optimisation of the speech recognition algorithms employed in the thesis should

be investigated.

This is considered to be important to speech recognition research in general and not

just the SV classification problem.

• Investigate the use of speech transcriptions in a SV classification system.

This will be possible once the AST SAE corpus speech transcription process has

been finalised. One may then be able to investigate transcription-dependent pat-

tern modelling techniques such as the phoneme recogniser/N-gram language model

combination.

• Investigate the use of separate SV models which are gender- and telephone channel

specific (section 3.2).

The experimental investigation results showed a significant difference between the

RER figures for the different SVs, especially with the shorter test segment durations.

This was attributed to different speaker gender- and telephone type characteristics

for the SVs. Once the AST SAE corpus has been finalised it might be worthwhile

to investigate whether gender- and telephone type specific SV models would be able

improve the SV classification performance.

7.3 Conclusion

After reviewing the thesis work, the conclusion is reached that the thesis objectives (sec-

tion 1.2) were met. A speech recognition system capable of classifying the SAE SVs with

an overall average RER of 20,03% was developed. This speech recognition system does

not require speech transcriptions. The overall average RER of this system drops below

10% if test segments longer than 60s are utilised.

This SV classification system was developed in a logical and systematic manner. In

the process of developing this SV classification system, a couple of novel pattern recog-

nition and speech processing techniques were developed. These are the CARP- and PFP

pre-processors and the HVQ vector quantisation technique.

The shortcomings of the developed SV classification system were identified and high-

lighted in section 6.5. These shortcomings are the high overall average RER for test

segments shorter than 60s (subsection 6.5.1) and the computational inefficiency of the

system (subsection 6.5.2).
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Further research is required to reduce the high overall RER of the system with test

segment durations of less than 60s; as well as to address the computational inefficiency of

the SV classification system.
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Appendix A

AST SAE corpus

Table A.I: SAE corpus speech statistics.

Utterance SV
durations AE BE CE EE IE
Total 12h 36m 48s 21h 55m 56s 14h 16m 34s 14h 43m 18s 14h 52m

Shortest 0.42s 0.58s 0.38s 0.97s 0.73s
Longest 1m 37s 9m 59s 2m 24s 5m 58s 3m 24s
Average 6.13s 10.66s 7.02s 7.06s 7.11s
Training 9h 21m 47s 16h 28m 52s 10h 41m 22s 11h 4m 11s 11h 12m 18s
Testing 3h 15m Is 5h 27m 4s 3h 35m 13s 3h 39m 8s 3h 39m 43s

Cell phone 1h 49m 5s - 51m 45s 22m 56s 15m 37s
Land line 2h 38m 37s - 3h 48m 59s 3h 12m 31s 4h 3m 5s
Female 2h 6m 30s - 1h 54m 58s 2h 24m 21s 2h 48m 37s
Male 2h 21m 12s - 2h 45m .47s 1h 11m 6s 1h 30m 5s

Unknown 8h 9m 6s - 9h 35m 50s 10h 58m 51s 10h 33m 18s
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Table A.2: SAE cor-pus speech statistics following application of PFP preprocessor.

Utterance SV
durations AE BE CE EE IE
Total 8h17m31s 13h 45m 38s 9h 41m 15s 9h 28m 19s 9h 53m 45s

Shortest 0.17s 0.17s 0.21s 0.54s 0.56s
Longest 1m14s 9m59s 2m7s 3m7s 2m2s
Average 4.03s 6.69s 4.77s 4.54s 4.75s
Training 6h 9m 7s 10h 17m 46s 7h 14m 55s 7h 8m 56s 7h 28m 24s
Testing 2h 8m 24s 3h 27m 52s 2h 26m 21s 2h 19m 24s 2h 25m 21s

Cell phone 1h 14m 34s - 31m 425 13m 565 8m 42s
Land line 1h 47m 47s - 2h 29m 53s 2h 4m 26s 2h 37m 445
Female 1h 26m 19s - 1h 16m 585 1h 31m 38s 1h 47m 325
Male 1h 36m 2s - 1h 44m 37s 46m 44s 58m 54s

Unknown 5h 48m lOs - 6h 39m 405 7h 9m 57s 7h 7m 19s



Appendix B

Detail experimental results

B.1 Computation of confidence intervals

For an experiment consisting of ti independent Bernoulli trials with k correct

classifications, the point estimate x of the experiment expected value p is given by [31]:

x = kin. (B.l)

The interval estimate of p is given by:

z~jn + 2x ± )(z?rln + 2x)2 - 4x2(1 + z?,jn)
p = 2(1 + z~/n) , (B.2)

with Zu the u percentile of the standard normal density. This equation yields

pI < p < p2, the interval estimate of p. Use z" = 1.645 for a 95% confidence interval [31].
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B.2 Tables and graphs for experiments

Table B.t: CARP configuration RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 62,17 44,49 88,28 94,21 66,3 68,74 [68,33 : 69,14J
4 57,88 45,74 86,33 94,81 62,07 67,34 [66,75 : 67,92]
10 50,9 48,01 82,71 92,14 56,94 64,69 [63,75 : 65,62]
30 41,65 50,15 75,23 83,94 45,1 58,65 [56,97 : 60,31J
60 37,63 52,29 62,62 72,48 38,36 52,9 [50,5 : 55,29]
120 38,14 54,6 51,4 58,72 26,61 46,84 [43,47 : 50,24]
300 28,95 50,77 38,1 44,19 9,3 35,93 [30,93 : 41,26J

Table B.2: PFP configuration RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 53,83 45,25 87,85 95,47 68,38 68,31 [67,8 : 68,81J
4 50,23 45,6 83,87 93,91 64,9 66,1 [65,37 : 66,82]
10 43,88 45,62 80,57 89,81 57,88 62,34 [61,16 : 63,51J
30 40,23 45,3 69,76 78,78 41,52 54,48 [52,38 : 56,57J
60 39,84 46,38 58,62 76,26 34,72 50,85 [47,88 : 53,82J
120 37,5 44,66 38,89 50,72 20,83 38,95 [34,92 : 43,13]
300 12,0 36,59 20,69 33,33 7,14 23,33 [18,16 : 29,46]
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Figure B.l: CARP configuration RER [%J.
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Figure B.2: PFP configuration RER [%J.
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Table B.3: MFCC9 configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 55,34 46,73 87,23 94,58 62,89 67,64 [67,13 : 68,15]
4 51,17 47,17 83,83 93,91 60,03 65,75 [65,02 : 66,48]
10 46,22 46,99 80,69 89,21 53,05 62,1 [60,92 : 63,27]
30 41,02 47,71 70,79 75,9 35,99 53,89 [51,79 : 55,98]
60 39,06 45,89 59,31 71,94 30,56 49,15 [46,18 : 52,12]
120 32,81 47,57 37,5 44,93 19,44 37,37 [33,39 : 41,53]
300 12,0 43,9 24,14 25,93 7,14 24,67 [19,36 : 30,87]

Table B.4: MFCC18 configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 53,83 45,25 87,85 95,47 68,38 68,31 [67,8 : 68,81]
4 50,23 45,6 83,87 93,91 64,9 66,1 [65,37 : 66,82]
10 43,88 45,62 80,57 89,81 57,88 62,34 [61,16 : 63,51]
30 40,23 45,3 69,76 78,78 41,52 54,48 [52,38 : 56,57]
60 39,84 46,38 58,62 76,26 34,72 50,85 [47,88 : 53,82]
120 37,5 44,66 38,89 50,72 20,83 38,95 [34,92 : 43,13]
300 12,0 36,59 20,69 33,33 7,14 23,33 [18,16 : 29,46]

Table B.5: FF configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 71,24 52,35 81,.5 73,82 77,83 69,79 [69,29 : 70,29]

4 68,25 52,15 79,99 72,57 75,9 68,36 [67,64 : 69,07]

10 65,23 50,44 77,6 69,18 71,92 65,56 [64,4 : 66,71]

30 54,3 50,84 72,85 62,95 62,98 60,1 [58,03 : 62,15]

60 47,66 49,28 68,97 51,08 53,47 53,87 [50,89 : 56,82]
120 40,63 47,57 47,22 39,13 37,5 42,89 [38,78 : 47,11]

300 28,0 48,78 34,48 25,93 17,86 32,67 [26,72 : 39,22]
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Table B.6: MFCC9_FF configuration RER /%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 55,47 47,81 84,56 92,64 63,09 67,l3 [66,62 : 67,64J
4 52,21 47,91 82,0 90,79 60,03 65,21 [64,48 : 65,94J
10 46,22 47,79 79,43 85,73 53,62 61,56 [60,37 : 62,73]
30 41,8 47,71 66,67 73,02 38,75 53,24 [51,13 : 55,33J
60 38,28 45,89 57,93 64,03 30,56 47,31 [44,35 : 50,29]
120 31,25 48,54 40,28 46,38 22,22 38,68 [34,67 : 42,86J
300 12,0 43,9 17,24 18,52 3,57 21,33 [16,36 : 27,32J

Table B.7: AH configuration RER /%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 52,45 44,56 91,71 94,61 66,5 68,11 [67,61 : 68,62J
4 48,78 44,47 88,99 93,09 63,48 66,11 [65,38 : 66,83J
10 42,32 45,54 86,74 88,85 57,42 62,97 [61,79 : 64,14J
30 37,5 45,54 74,91 77,34 43,6 55,2 [53,l : 57,28J
60 38,28 44,44 65,52 74,1 40,28 52,03 [49,05 : 54,99]
120 31,25 48,54 44,44 55,07 26,39 41,84 [37,75 : 46,05J
300 16,0 39,02 31,03 25,93 10,71 26,0 [20,57 : 32,28J

Table B.8: PLP configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average

length [sJ
2 55,54 48,11 83,26 81,06 64,31 65,11 [64,59 : 65,62J
4 51,8 46,88 81,09 77,36 60,99 62,43 [61,69 : 63,17]

10 47,4 44,98 78,63 71,7 53,51 58,27 [57,06 : 59,46J

30 42,58 43,13 67,7 58,63 37,02 49,38 [47,28 : 51,48J

60 35,94 37,68 51,03 48,2 27,78 39,97 [37,1 : 42,92]

120 32,81 37,86 38,89 36,23 11,11 31,84 [28,05 : 35,89J

300 12,0 26,83 6,9 18,52 0,0 14,0 [9,98 : 19,3J
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Figure B.3: MFCC9 configuration RER [%j.
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Figure B.4: MFCC18 configuration RER [%j.
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Table B.9: NONE configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 55,54 48,11 83,26 81,08 64,31 65,11 [64,59 : 65,63]
4 51,8 46,88 81,09 77,36 60,99 62,43 [61,69 : 63,17]
10 47,4 44,98 78,63 71,7 53,51 58,27 [57,06 : 59,46]
30 42,58 43,13 67,7 58,63 37,02 49,38 [47,28 : 51,48]
60 35,94 37,68 51,03 48,2 27,78 39,97 [37,1 : 42,92]
120 32,81 37,86 38,89 36,23 11,11 31,84 [28,05 : 35,89]
300 12,0 26,83 6,9 18,52 0,0 14,0 [9,98 : 19,3]

Table B.lO: FS configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 55,54 48,11 83,26 81,06 64,31 65,11 [64,59 : 65,62]
4 51,8 46,88 81,09 77,36 60,99 62,43 [61,69 : 63,17]
10 47,4 44,98 78,63 71,7 53,51 58,27 [57,06 : 59,46]
30 42,58 43,13 67,7 58,63 37,02 49,38 [47,28 : 51,48]
60 35,94 37,68 51,03 48,2 27,78 39,97 [37,1 : 42,92]
120 32,81 37,86 38,89 36,23 11,11 31,84 [28,05 : 35,89]
300 12,0 26,83 6,9 18,52 0,0 14,0 [9,98 : 19,3]

Table B.ll: 8._KLT configuration RER (%).

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 46,69 43,87 90,11 91,06 87,65 70,02 [69,52 : 70,52]

4 44,4 44,25 88,17 90,31 84,64 68,66 [67,94 : 69,37]

10 40,1 45,38 84,0 83,93 81,01 65,61 [64,44 : 66,75]

30 37,5 47,23 77,66 74,1 63,67 59,39 [57,3 : 61,43]

60 39,06 47,34 66,21 66,91 58,33 55,18 [52,2 : 58,12]
120 32,81 52,43 56,94 66,67 36,11 49,47 [45,27 : 53,68]

300 16,0 53,66 34,48 40,74 21,43 35,33 [29,22 : 41,96]
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Table B.12: 66_KLT configuration RER [%}.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average

length [s]

2 47,01 40,71 89,72 93,02 90,48 70,03 [69,53 : 70,53]

4 44,14 41,36 87,71 91,8 87,9 68,64 [67,92 : 69,34]

10 40,76 43,21 85,14 88,25 81,93 66,3 [65,15 : 67,44]

30 39,84 45,3 78,35 78,06 73,7 62,0 [59,94 : 64,02]

60 41,41 45,41 66,9 69,06 61,11 56,09 [53,12 : 59,02]

120 31,25 51,46 61,11 65,22 40,28 50,26 [46,06 : 54,47]

300 28,0 53,66 48,28 44,44 14,29 39,33 [33,02 : 46,03]

Table B.13: KLT configuration RER [%}.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average

length [s]

2 53,75 45,27 79,29 82,67 67,39 64,16 [63,63 : 64,67]

4 49,92 44,02 76,11 79,62 63,89 61,35 [60,6 : 62,1J

10 46,09 39,68 72,46 72,06 54,43 55,67 [54,47 : 56,88J

30 41,41 36,39 57,39 61,15 39,45 46,3 [44,22 : 48,41J

60 33,59 28,99 41,38 47,48 28,47 35,39 [32,6 : 38,28J

120 29,69 26,21 30,56 28,99 16,67 26,32 [22,78 : 30,19J

300 12,0 12,2 13,79 14,81 3,57 11,33 [7,74 : 16,29J

Table B.14: FFE_KLT configuration RER [%}.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average

length [sJ

2 52,16 47,08 87,57 82,49 73,93 67,16 [66,65 : 67,67J

4 48,72 47,5 86,38 80,25 69,47 65,22 [64,48 : 65,95J

10 46,2 45,45 82,68 74,7 63,51 61,4 [60,21 : 62,58J

30 39,76 44,07 73,1 63,41 48,26 53,19 [51,08 : 55,29]

60 37,8 43,69 64,14 54,35 34,03 46,71 [43,75 : 49,69J

120 39,68 37,86 48,61 37,68 27,78 38,26 [34,25 : 42,43]

300 16,0 31,71 34,48 22,22 10,71 24,0 [18,76 : 30,16]
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Table B.I5: FCKKLT confiquration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 57,6 42,43 79,15 87,6 74,18 66,18 [65,67 : 66,7]
4 53,36 44,31 77,16 83,07 70,24 64,04 [63,3 : 64,77]
10 48,7 43,78 72,57 74,7 63,64 59,46 [58,27 : 60,65]
30 39,84 43,37 62,89 59,35 47,75 50,23 [48,13 : 52,33]
60 35,94 36,71 51,72 44,6 38,89 41,28 [38,39 : 44,24]
120 37,5 41,75 40,28 37,68 23,61 36,58 [32,62 : 40,73]
300 16,0 31,71 24,14 22,22 7,14 21,33 [16,36 : 27,32]
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Figure B.9: NONE conjiquratioti RER (%j.
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Figure B.12: 6..6.._KLT configuration RER [%].
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Figure B.13: KLT configuration RER [%].
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Figure B.14: FFE_KLT configuration RER (%j.
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Figure B.15: FCE_KLT configuration RER (%j.
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Table B.16: GMAL 70 configuration RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 48,44 55,61 70,72 82,07 49,78 60,99 [60,46 : 61,52]
4 45,97 55,01 67,75 80,82 45,45 58,8 [58,04 : 59,55]
10 39,06 53,41 61,14 76,74 34,06 53,06 [51,85 : 54,27]
30 29,69 52,05 43,3 65,47 17,99 42,64 [40,58 : 44,73]
60 23,44 47,34 31,03 52,52 7,64 33,68 [30,93 : 36,55]
120 12,5 47,57 19,44 46,38 4,17 27,89 [24,28 : 31,83]
300 4,0 39,02 0,0 14,81 0,0 14,0 [9,98 : 19,3]

Table B.17: GMALCSVM configuration RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 49,4 54,36 63,96 71,76 50,03 57,7 [57,17 : 58,24]
4 46,23 53,37 60,35 68,59 45,08 54,7 [53,93 : 55,46]

10 38,93 51,73 51,66 58,99 33,95 47,53 [46,32 : 48,74]

30 29,69 48,43 29,9 38,49 16,26 33,88 [31,92 : 35,9]

60 24,22 44,44 17,93 25,9 8,33 25,82 [23,3 : 28,51]

120 17,19 40,78 6,94 14,49 2,78 18,42 [15,38 : 21,91]

300 4,0 29,27 0,0 7,41 0,0 10,0 [6,65 : 14,76]
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Table B.18: Xl configumtion RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 57,63 45,29 61,04 66,32 56,06 56,21 [55,67 : 56,75]
4 53,46 40,58 56,19 60,82 50,55 51,28 [50,51 : 52,04]
10 44,92 32,69 47,54 52,04 38,32 42,15 [40,95 : 43,35]
30 29,69 20,72 28,18 32,37 17,3 25,11 [23,34 : 26,98]
60 21,09 12,56 11,72 18,71 7,64 14,02 [12,08 : 16,22]
120 7,81 4,85 2,78 11,59 1,39 5,53 [3,89 : 7,79]
300 4,0 0,0 0,0 3,7 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]

Table B.19: XLCSVM configumtion RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 57,37 40,39 57,41 65,91 49,32 52,8 [52,26 : 53,34]
4 51,59 36,25 51,9 61,15 41,63 47,34 [46,57 : 48,11]
10 42,06 28,59 41,03 50,84 29,92 37,51 [36,34 : 38,69]
30 23,44 16,63 21,99 29,5 14,53 20,73 [19,08 : 22,49]
60 16,41 12,08 8,28 15,11 3,47 11,01 [9,28 : 13,01]
120 3,13 0,97 0,0 10,14 1,39 2,89 [1,78 : 4,68]
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 11,11 0,0 2,0 [0,8 : 4,9]

Table B.20: XLGMM configumtion RER [%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 56,82 50,23 60,08 65,19 53,0 56,45 [55,91 : 56,99]

4 50,81 47,24 54,82 62,45 45,81 51,77 [51,01 : 52,54]

10 40,76 41,61 44,46 54,2 33,37 42,74 [41,54 : 43,94]

30 23,44 31,33 27,15 34,17 12,8 26,23 [24,42 : 28,12]

60 19,53 22,71 14,48 21,58 2,78 16,64 [14,55 : 18,98]

120 4,69 12,62 0,0 13,04 0,0 6,58 [4,78 : 8,99]

300 0,0 0,0 0,0 11,11 0,0 2,0 [0,8 : 4,9]
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Table B.2I: XLGMM_CSVM configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 54,87 40,88 57,98 63,94 48,72 52,16 [51,61 : 52,7]
4 50,13 36,09 53,22 58,18 41,44 46,73 [45,96 : 47,5]
10 38,15 28,59 42,97 48,32 30,03 36,79 [35,63 : 37,97]
30 19,53 15,18 21,65 26,26 14,19 18,97 [17,37 : 20,67]
60 8,59 8,21 9,66 17,99 4,17 9,57 [7,96 : 11,46]
120 1,56 0,97 1,39 7,25 0,0 2,11 [1,19 : 3,7]
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]
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Figure B.I8: Xl configuration RER (%j.
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Table B.22: XLHVQ configuration RER (%).

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 54,76 41,01 56,2 64,18 50,7 52,25 [51,71 : 52,79J
4 47,84 36,54 50,34 58,08 43,47 46,29 [45,52 : 47,05J
10 36,72 30,92 40,34 45,92 31,07 36,44 [35,28 : 37,62J
30 19,92 19,28 22,34 29,5 13,49 20,73 [19,08 : 22,49J
60 12,5 10,63 8,28 17,99 3,47 10,48 [8,8 : 12,45J
120 0,0 2,91 0,0 8,7 0,0 2,37 [1,38 : 4,03J
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95J
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Figure B.22: XLHVQ configuration RER [%j.
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Table B.23: X2 configuration RER [%j.
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Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 52,6 42,25 58,73 63,34 50,29 52,48 [51,94 : 53,02J
4 47,42 36,95 53,31 58,18 43,28 46,88 [46,11 : 47,64J
10 37,24 30,84 42,17 49,28 32,45 37,73 [36,56 : 38,91]
30 16,02 16,39 22,34 29,14 14,88 19,49 [17,88 : 21,21J
60 9,38 9,66 11,03 15,83 4,86 10,09 [8,44 : 12,03]
120 1,56 0,97 1,39 8,7 0,0 2,37 [1,38 : 4,03]

300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95J
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Table B.24: X2_CSVM configumtion RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 54,35 40,43 57,87 63,25 49,53 51,95 [51,41 : 52,49]
4 47,48 36,47 52,03 57,12 42,69 46,21 [45,44 : 46,97]
10 35,16 28,59 43,09 46,64 31,3 36,24 [35,09 : 37,42]
30 15,63 15,42 20,62 26,62 12,8 17,99 [16,43 : 19,66]
60 8,59 9,18 12,41 20,14 2,78 10,48 [8,8 : 12,45]
120 0,0 1,94 0,0 5,8 0,0 1,58 [0,82 : 3,02]
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]

Table B.25: C2 configumtion RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 52,47 41,2 57,89 62,89 49,32 51,75 [51,2 : 52,29]
4 47,68 36,41 52,35 57,65 42,23 46,29 [45,53 : 47,06]
10 35,81 30,28 40,57 47,12 30,61 36,29 [35,13 : 37,46]
30 17,19 15,66 23,02 27,34 13,84 19,1 [17,5 : 20,81]
60 8,59 9,66 8,97 15,11 4,17 9,31 [7,72 : 11,18]
120 1,56 0,97 1,39 7,25 0,0 2,11 [1,19 : 3,7]
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]

Table B.26: C2_CSVM configumtion RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 54,89 39,16 56,36 62,26 48,88 51,11 [50,57 : 51,65]
4 47,84 34,48 51,53 55,54 41,95 45,21 [44,44 : 45,97]
10 36,33 26,67 41,94 45,2 29,23 35,05 [33,9 : 36,21]
30 17,58 14,7 20,96 26,26 11,07 17,79 [16,24 : 19,45]

60 9,38 7,25 8,97 16,55 2,78 8,78 [7,24 : 10,62]

120 0,0 0,97 0,0 5,8 0,0 1,32 [0,64 : 2,68]

300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]
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Table B.27: D2 configuration RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 52,86 42,22 58,51 63,94 50,47 52,61 [52,07 : 53,15]
4 47,11 37,02 53,17 58,8 43,97 47,06 [46,29 : 47,83]
10 36,46 31,24 42,17 48,92 32,57 37,66 [36,49 : 38,84]
30 16,8 16,39 22,34 28,06 13,84 19,23 [17,63 : 20,94]
60 7,81 10,14 9,66 14,39 4,86 9,44 [7,84 : 11,32]
120 1,56 0,97 1,39 8,7 0,0 2,37 [1,38 : 4,03]
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]

Table B.28: D2_CSVM configumtion RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 54,58 40,34 57,0 64,04 49,11 51,86 [51,32 : 52,41]
4 47,32 36,15 51,94 57,94 42,64 46,22 [45,45 : 46,98]
10 36,2 28,84 42,97 46,76 30,96 36,42 [35,26 : 37,6]

30 15,63 15,9 22,68 26,26 12,11 18,31 [16,74 : 20,0]

60 8,59 8,7 11,03 20,14 2,78 10,09 [8,44 : 12,03]
120 0,0 1,94 0,0 5,8 0,0 1,58 [0,82 : 3,02]
300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]

Table B.29: X3 configumtion RER (%j.

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [s]

2 54,22 40,31 58,44 62,46 49,8 51,91 [51,37 : 52,45]

4 47,01 36,05 52,86 55,4 43,33 45,98 [45,22 : 46,75]

10 35,68 28,59 43,09 45,44 30,38 35,94 [34,78 : 37,11]

30 16,8 16,39 20,96 26,26 12,46 18,38 [16,81 : 20,06]

60 7,03 8,21 10,34 17,27 2,78 9,04 [7,48 : 10,9]

120 0,0 1,94 0,0 7,25 0,0 1,84 [1,0 : 3,36]

300 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,41 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95]
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Figure B.23: X2 configuration RER {%j.
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Figure B.24: X2_CSVM configuration RER {%j.
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Figure B.25: C2 configuration RER [%j.
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Figure B.26: C2_CSVM configuration RER [%j.
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Figure B.27: D2 configuration RER (%j.
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Figure B.28: D2_CSlIM configuration RER (%j.
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Figure B.29: X3 configuration RER {%j.

Table B.30: C2_FC configuration RER {%j.
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• EE
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.... Average

Test segment AE BE CE EE IE Average
length [sJ

2 51,38 38,18 50,77 58,91 42,77 47,42 [46,88 : 47,96J
4 43,62 33,9 43,81 52,95 34,96 41,08 [40,32 : 41,83J
10 29,95 26,18 31,31 39,21 21,06 29,19 [28,1 : 30,3J
30 16,02 12,05 12,03 22,66 7,96 13,87 [12,48 : 15,38J
60 4,69 6,76 2,76 10,79 2,08 5,5 [4,3 : 7,03J
120 0,0 2,91 0,0 5,8 0,0 1,84 [1,0 : 3,36J
300 0,0 2,44 0,0 3,7 0,0 1,33 [0,44 : 3,95J
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Figure B.30: C2_FC configuration RER (%j.








